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Editorial 
 

 

EMILY LYLE 

 

This editorial is being written in 2003 although the cover date on this 

issue is 2000.  At least it is some relief to have left the 1990s behind 

and to have produced a double issue dated 1999 relating to the 

“Moral Cosmos” conference. The current issue is a mixture in content 

and approaches and I would like to remind potential contributors that 

papers on cosmological topics are welcome at any time. Plans for the 

immediate future include one or more issues on a variety of topics as 

well as one on beginnings of years and of seasons and one on 

structure and belief in Northern Europe.   
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Oceans, Islands and Sacred Mountains: 

Representations of Cosmic Geography  

in Jaina Art and Architecture 

 

JULIA A. B. HEGEWALD 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

India has a long tradition of research and scientific enquiry into 

subjects such as mathematics, physics, biology, astronomy, cosmo-

logy and cosmography. The contribution of Indian scientists to these 

areas has been significant and wide ranging.1 It is, however, 

important to bear in mind when reading ancient Jaina or other Indian 

scientific treatises that most of them, especially those on biology, 

cosmology and cosmography, express a combination of exact science, 

based on experimental proof, with ancient religio-philosophical 

thought. Some modern Jaina scholars fiercely defend the purely 

technical nature of the ancient Prakrit texts and the firm scientific 

foundations of the Jaina religion.2 The debate about ancient versus 

modern, and right against wrong perceptions of the cosmos seems, 

however, to miss an important if not the only point of the 

cosmographic depictions. At their root, Jaina cosmology and 

cosmography are not about the physical profile and geography of the 

external world of matter. They are primarily about providing a 

skeleton for the understanding of the path to enlightenment and as 

such their main incentive is soteriological.3 The soul’s journey 

towards omniscience is sometimes compared to a pilgrimage through 

the cosmos (Babb 1998: 49-52). 

Because of the important religious significance of a detailed 

understanding of the cosmos as a means to reaching liberation, the 

Jainas have dedicated, as they still do today, a large amount of 

attention to the study of cosmology and cosmography. The 

beginnings of Jaina cosmography are believed to date back to the fifth 

or sixth century BC, although the earliest surviving texts dealing with 

the subject date from about the first century AD.4 The canonical 
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literature, the âgamas, as well as certain philosophical, scientific and 

technical treatises, provide us with minute descriptions of the 

geography of the Jaina universe.5 Although Jaina perceptions of the 

cosmos are related to Buddhist, Vedic and in particular also to 

puràõic ideas of the world, Jaina cosmography clearly is distinct.6 

The most pronounced points of difference are firstly, the Jaina belief 

that the Universe, although it goes through cycles, has no beginning 

and no end, and secondly that it has not been created by a god or 

divine being. It is noteworthy that we have a variety of different, 

often contradictory, accounts of the cosmos. This is partly due to the 

facts that terminology changed, that measurements were not 

necessarily firmly fixed yet7 and that there is a certain amount of 

variation between Digambara and øvetàmbara descriptions.8 Further 

important aspects are that Indian cosmologies in general grew over a 

long period of time, and developed in a vast area by absorbing new 

cultural elements without necessarily discarding earlier, often 

contradictory, accounts (Gombrich 1975: 111, 131). Somewhat 

confusing at first glance are also the enormous numbers and 

dimensions one is confronted with when dealing with the 

measurements of the entire universe and its constituent parts.9 

Belonging to a religious world system, however, they too have to be 

viewed from a soteriological viewpoint. In this context, the 

incomprehensibility of the dimensions seems to express in a very 

striking way the enormous difficulty of attaining omniscience in such 

a vast and superhuman system (Babb 1998: 38). 

We have a lot of detailed accounts of Jaina cosmology and 

cosmography10 and this paper is not attempting to produce new 

textual material or to revise or reinterpret earlier translations or 

commentaries. The aim is to present and analyse examples where 

Jaina cosmological ideas have been translated into art and archi-

tecture. Because of the enormous size and the complexity of the Jaina 

cosmos, only certain aspects or parts of it have been given visual 

shape and it is fascinating to observe which continents or sacred 

mountains were chosen by priests and artists for representation and 

veneration in sacred temple compounds, and also where and when 

such cosmological works were commissioned. There is a close 
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relation-ship in Jaina literature between cosmic and mythical spaces 

or events and it is often difficult to differentiate clearly between the 

two. Strictly speaking, cosmology relates to the shape and 

development of the universe in space and time, whilst Jaina 

mythology is primarily concerned with the lives of the twenty-four 

omniscient teachers of the Jaina religion, the Jinas or Tãrthaïkaras, 

and with the many gods and divine beings inhabiting various parts of 

the Jaina cosmos. Because certain events in the lives of the Jinas, 

however, are believed to have happened in distant parts of the 

universe, and these involve spaces or structures not mentioned as 

such in the cosmographical literature, the two exist in close 

correlation.11 Although certain mythological structures will be 

mentioned here, the emphasis in this paper is on Jaina cosmology. 

Because of the complex nature and the large amount of information 

on the Jaina view of the universe available to us, I will only refer to 

those aspects of the Jaina cosmos which are necessary for the 

understanding of the particular paintings, carvings and architectural 

structures discussed here. 

 

 

THE JAINA COSMOS 

 

According to Jaina cosmology, time and the structure of the universe 

are eternal and self created. Therefore, although Jainism developed an 

elaborate cosmology and cosmography, it has no creation story 

(cosmogony). The Jaina universe is believed to be vast but finite and 

to consist of two major elements, the world of existence (loka or 

lokàkà÷a) and that of non-existence (aloka or alokàkà÷a), also 

refer-red to as non-universe space or non-world. The world of 

existence forms the central core of this cosmic system and is 

surrounded on all sides by the hollow sphere of non-existence. The 

main point of difference between these two areas is that matter and 

the medium of motion are absent from the outer universe.12 The inner 

core of the Jaina cosmos, which is firm and unchanging, is 

represented in the shape of an hourglass, consisting of two triangles 

positioned on top of one another with the tips pointing towards each 

other. A second, closely related representation, which is slightly more 
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common than the previous one, depicts the structure of the universe 

as a triangle topped by a diamond shape. Similes used to describe the 

latter ver-sion are a spindle resting on the point of a cone or triangle, 

a thunderbolt (vara-vaira), a half drum on which a whole drum is 

placed, or dishes lying over one another.13 In paintings and carvings 

representing the Jaina universe, either model is frequently related to 

the shape of a human being, standing upright with legs apart and arms 

either raised above the head or akimbo, resting on both sides of the 

waist with elbows stretched out (Fig. 1). This conception of the Jaina 

universe is related to the idea of the cosmic man (loka-puruùa), 

whilst representations portraying the cosmic person as a woman are 

also commonplace.14 

The various descriptions mentioned above, all create a clearly 

tripartite arrangement of the cosmos (tri-loka), consisting of a lower 

world (adho-loka), a middle world (madhya-loka) and an upper world 

(årdhva-loka or uóóha-loka). The central section, a thin disc, 

coincides with the narrow waist of the cosmic being. Broadly 

speaking, the lower part of the Jaina universe contains various levels 

of hells (naraka),15 the middle section consists of the human world 

and a series of regions inhabited by divine beings, whilst the upper 

part of the inner cosmos comprises numerous levels of  heavens 

(deva-loka). At the very top of the upper world is a small clearly 

delineated area, the region of the so-called liberated perfected souls or 

blissful beings. This inverted umbrella-shaped section at the apex of 

the universe resembles a kind of depression and is referred to as the 

siddha-loka or siddha-÷ilà.16 Running like a vertical shaft throughout 

the entire cosmic structure is a channel called the trasa-nàóã, the 

region of the mobile beings (trasa-jãvas). It is striking how small the 

disc of the terrestrial world is in comparison to the vastness of the 

heavens and hells located on either side. We regularly find two-

dimensional representations of the more abstract hourglass version as 

well as the anthropomorphic human-shaped Jaina cosmos in temples 

and dharma÷àlàs throughout India. Traditionally, such cosmic depic-

tions are either painted on cloth and paper or carved on stone tablets. 

More recently this subject has also been reproduced in the form of 
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chromo-lithographs as popular prints. A further modern tendency is 

to cast simplified versions of the Jaina cosmos in metal or concrete 

and to integrate these elements into gateway designs. Positioned at 

the doors of access to sacred Jaina complexes, such images are used 

as clear markers and powerful symbols of Jaina identity (Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 1. The Jaina cosmos as cosmic man. Marble relief in the porch of a 

small shrine on the northern ridge of Mount øatru¤jaya in Gujarat. 
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Fig. 2. Simplified representations of the Jaina cosmos to be displayed on top 

of the compound wall of the âdinàtha Temple on Khandagiri near 

Bhubaneshwar in Orissa. 

 

Fig. 3. Cosmic wall paintings showing the central island of Jambå (left) and 

the Aóhàã Dvãpas (right) of the middle world (fort of Mandu, Madhya 

Pradesh). 
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It is more common, however, to find representations in the media of 

painting, sculpture and architecture, relating only to the middle world 

(madhya-loka) and not to the universe as a whole. The central part of 

the Jaina cosmos is a thin disc consisting of innumerable concentric 

islands separated by rings of oceans (samudra).17 At the core of the 

flat disc is a solid circular island called Jambå Dvãpa (the rose-

apple tree island) in the middle of which rises the central world 

mountain (Fig. 3, left). This mountain is known by sixteen different 

names (Caillat 1981:30), the most common being Meru, Sumeru, 

Sudar÷ana Meru, Mandara and Aùñàpada.18 The mountain is 

located on the central continent or world region (varùa) of the island 

of Jambå, called Mahàvideha or Videha, and represents the central 

axis of the universe (axis mundi). The Mahàvideha kùetra is further 

subdivided into four countries: Purva-Videha to the east, Avara-

Videha to the west, Devakurà to the south and Uttarakurà to 

the north. In each of the latter two continents grows a large cosmic 

tree. That in Devakurà (the “kurà of the gods”) is called the 

øàlmalã or Kåóasàmalã (Lishk 1998:21; Schubring 1995:217) 
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whilst the tree in Uttarakurà (the “northern kurà”) is referred to 

as the Jambå tree. It is this tree after which the entire central world 

island is named. These trees are kalpa v�kùas, wish-fulfilling trees, 

which are typical of the bhoga-bhåmis where life is effortless but 

Jinas cannot be born and liberation cannot be attained.19 Both 

regions together are said to contain ten types of kalpa v�kùas. The 

innermost part of Jambå Dvãpa is surrounded by six regions which 

are separated from each other by long chains of mountains 

(vàsadhara-pavvaya) running from east to west.20 The mountain 

ridges contain long lakes (mahà-ddaha) which accommo-date 

floating lotus-shaped islands. It seems that these have given rise to 

the construction of lotus-shaped temples constructed by the Jainas at 

places such as Mangi Tungi (Mangã Tungã) in Maharashtra and 

Hastinapur (Hastinàpur) in Haryana state (Fig. 4). Various rivers 

spring from these raised lakes and eventually flow into the Lavaõa 

Samudra, the Sea of Salt, which surrounds the central island of 

Jambå on all sides.21 Beyond this ring of water, are innumerable 

concentric rings of land, separated by further ocean rings. Human 

beings are not only believed to inhabit Jambå Dvãpa but also the 

next island ring of Dhàtakãkhaõóa and the inner half of 

Puùkaravara Dvãpa, the third island continent from the centre.22 

These are referred to as the Aóhàã Dvãpas, the two and a half 

islands, or more generally as the manuùya-loka, the human universe 

(Fig. 3, right). The two and a half islands are karma-bhåmis, 

regions of labour, where one has to work for one’s living but where 

escape from the cycle of rebirth (mokùa) can be achieved. Each 

continent of the Jaina cosmos is described as having an elaborate 
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system of rivers and lakes, as well as innumerable moun-tains, 

forests, gardens and temples to the Jinas. The version provided above 

is only a very brief and simplified description of the middle world but 

many of the diverse elements mentioned here have been given visual 

shape in Jaina art and architecture. The first aim for the creation of 

cosmological depictions and temple buildings seems to have been to 

make visible the complex nature of the Jaina cosmos, and to render it 

more accessible and understandable to the people in order that they 

may act as aids in their quest for enlightenment and final liberation. 

Secondly, the distinct pictorial, sculptural and archi-tectural shapes 

modelled on ideas expressed in the distinct Jaina cosmological 

systems, have also led to the creation of a visual language which is 

distinct from the art and architecture produced by other religions in 

the area. As such, it has also been an important issue in the creation 

of a distinct religious identity. 

 

 

COSMIC JAINA SCULPTURE AND ARCHITECTURE 

 

Jambå Dvãpa 

The entrance porches of Jaina temples frequently display carved 

panels depicting the large circular disc of the entire middle-world or, 

even more frequently, just the innermost island of Jambå Dvãpa. 

This island is regarded as particularly significant as it lies at the 

centre of the entire cosmic structure and is the place where human 

beings are born and where escape from the cycle of rebirth can be 

achieved. Re-presentations of Jambå Dvãpa were, however, also 

translated into a three-dimensional form. In the shape of sculptural or 

architectural models, the complex geography of the cosmic island, 

including its mountain ranges and rivers, could be modelled more 

accurately. Walkways and galleries usually allow visitors to study the 

cosmic representations from various levels and viewpoints. Large 

sculptural models of the central world continent are frequently housed 

inside Jaina temples. In the so-called Cosmological Temple at the 

sacred pilgrimage site of Bahubali (Bàhubalã) at Kumbhoj in 

Maharashtra, the model is found in the main shrine area on the 
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ground floor (Fig. 5). In other temples, such representations can also 

be housed on a raised floor, above a figural image enshrined below. 

An example of the latter may be seen in the âdinàtha Temple on the 

sanctified Jaina hill known as Pisanhari-ki Maria (Pisanhàrã-kã 

Maçhiyà) near Jabalpur in Madhya Pradesh. Both temple 

constructions mentioned above are relatively recent and although 

their foundations might go further back in time, the structures and 

cosmological representations at the site date mainly from the 

twentieth century. At Ajmer (Ajmãr) in Rajasthan, a large hall was 

constructed behind the ørã Siddhkut Caityàlaya, better known as the 

Nasiyan or the Soni Jaina Temple (opened in 1864). The Svarna 

Nagarã Hall houses a large-scale architectural model of Jambå 

Dvãpa with its central world mountain, the Sumeru Parvata (Fig. 6). 

Suspended from the ceiling on long strings and circulating around the 

top of Mount Meru, are representations of the vaimànika-devas in 

their celestial vehicles or airships which are representative of the 

heavenly realms expanding above the central world mountain.23 The 

entire constellation can be viewed from galleries surrounding the 

model on various levels. Whilst tourist guide books treat this part of 

the temple complex as a museum, to a Jaina devotee it is as sacred as 

the adjacent shrine of »ùabhdeva. Models of Jambå Dvãpa were, 

however, not only contai-ned inside temple buildings or large halls. 

They themselves were also converted into free-standing architectural 

conceptions. An example of such an open-air representation is to be 

found at the west end of the large øvetàmbara temple complex in the 

fort of Mandu (Màndå), Madhya Pradesh (Fig. 7). Although, in 

comparison to the detailed description provided in the Jaina canon, 

this example represents a simplified version of Jambå Dvãpa, it 

does contain all the major elements. In the middle is the central world 

mountain, represented by a tall pillar, and surrounding it are the 

various world regions located to the north and south of Mahàvideha.  
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Fig. 4. The cosmic Padma Mandir or Lotus Temple at Hastinapur in 

Haryana. 

 

Fig. 5. Model of Jambå Dvãpa venerated in the Cosmological Temple at 

Bahubali (Kumbhoj) in Maharashtra. 
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Fig. 6. Large-scale model representation of the central world island in the 

Svarna Nagarã Hall at Ajmer in Rajasthan. 
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Fig. 7. Open air reproduction of Jambå Dvãpa in the øvetàmbara temple 

complex at Mandu in Madhya Pradesh. 
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Figs 8 and 9. Monumental representation of the island of Jambå with the 

central world mountain Meru, cosmic rivers, and the Sea of Salt encircling 

the entire arrangement. Digambara temple complex at Hastinapur in Haryana. 
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What is probably the largest and most complex architectural 

reconstruction of the geography of Jambå Dvãpa has recently been 

constructed at Hastinapur (Fig. 8).24 The enormous reproduction of 

the central world disc measures about thirty-five metres in diameter 

and is furnished with simplified mountain chains and water channels. 

The latter are representative of the cosmic rivers found on Jambå 

Dvãpa and bear clear labels precisely identifying and naming them. 

The Lavaõa Samudra, the Sea of Salt, surrounding the island of 

Jambå, is represented by a circular water channel enclosing the 

entire architectural structure (Fig. 9). At the centre of this 

cosmological monument rises the tall Sumeru Parvata in the shape of 

a high tower which is about sixty metres high. Devotees and visitors 

can climb the mountain representation internally and look down from 

various levels and directions, onto a miniature version of their own 

part of the universe. 

 

Merus 
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Painted, sculptural and architectural representations of Mount Sumeru 

or Meru are, however, not only to be found in connection with depic-

tions or models of its associated island continent but also exist 

independently. In these cases, more attention has been paid to the 

various constituent parts of the meru. It is described as having three 

main receding tiers and being topped by a self-created or natural Jaina 

temple (Fig. 10). In sculptural models of the arrangement, the cosmic 

temple at the summit of the mountain is usually represented either by 

a single or a four-faced image of a Jina (Sanskrit: caturmukha, 

Gujarati: caumukha), sometimes seated beneath a canopy or inside a 

small open pavilion.25 Small versions of meru sculptures in metal or 

larger examples in stone are venerated inside the garbha-g�has of 

Jaina temples all over India. Whilst bronze representations of the 

meru are commonly found in south India, the larger stone versions 

are particularly common in the north. These are usually referred to by 

the generic term meru and are named after the single Jina, or the main 

representative of a group of four Tãrthaïkaras, seated at the top. The 

large stone structures of the meru of »ùabhdeva in the shrine of the 

ørã Digambara Nayà Temple in Old Delhi (Purànà Dillã) and that 

of the meru of Pàr÷vanàtha in one of the side chapels of the Baçà 

Jaina Temple at Jabalpur are elaborately painted. The canopy roof of 

the latter imitates the superstructure of north Indian (nàgara) temples. 

By contrast, the meru of Ajitanàtha in the Pàr÷vanàtha Temple in 

Allahabad (Allahabàd), Uttar Pradesh, and that of »ùabhdeva in the 

ørã Digambara Badhi Mandir at Sanganer (Sàïgàner, 

Sàïgràmapura), Rajasthan (Fig. 11), both made of white marble, 

have superstructures displaying a dome and baïgla roof hybrid. This 

is typical of sixteenth to eighteenth century temple architecture 

influenced by Islamic design features. 

Such meru sculptures inside the shrine rooms of Jaina temples are 

closely related to two further kinds of cosmic representations. The 
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first is that of the samavasaraõa, which is not strictly a cosmological 

theme, but a mythical structure. However, it also acquires cosmolo-

gical significance through the important role it plays in the life of the 

Tãrthaïkaras. Samavasaraõa literally means assemblage and refers 

to the amphitheatre-like pyramidal structure created by the gods when 

a Jina is about to deliver his first sermon. Because it consists of three 

terraces or fortifications, topped by a platform (pãñha) 

accommodating a fourfold Jina image, it resembles the meru 

sculptures described above very closely. Samavasaraõas have been 

represented in a variety of media. We have carved panels, paintings, 

small metal sculptures and larger stone versions which are venerated 

inside temple settings as well as large-scale architectural 

representations. Most descriptions of the samavasaraõa mention a 

tree, usually refer-red to as a caitya-tree, growing at the apex of the 

structure. The Jina who has just attained enlightenment takes his seat 

on the platform beneath the sheltering canopy of the tree. 

Subsequently, the gods create three duplicates of the omniscient 

being, leading to a caturmukha or fourfold image, facing the cardinal 

points (Shah 1955:85, 88). Large-scale samavasaraõa structures, 

constructed all over India, incorporate sculptural representations of 

this tree into their design. In this context it is noteworthy that the 

meru of âdinàtha, a sculptural representation inside the shrine of the 

ørã Digambara Baçà Mandir in Old Delhi, also has a canopy which 

is decorated to resemble the hanging foliage of a tree.  
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Fig. 10. Schematic representation of the three tiers of the meru in a mural 

painting in the fort of Mandu in Madhya Pradesh. 
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Fig. 11. The pyramidal marble sculpture of the meru of Ajitnàtha in the 

Pàr÷vanàtha Temple at Sanganer in Rajasthan. 
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Fig. 12. The large three-storied pyramid supporting the Kalpa V�kùa in the 

compound of the Pàr÷vanàtha Temple at Lodruva in Rajasthan. 
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Fig. 13. Modern reproduction of a cosmic tree in the cosmological hall in the 

temple complex at Mandu in Madhya Pradesh. 
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The second cosmological theme which is closely related to the 

meru is that of the cosmic tree. Firstly, this can be the Jambå V�kùa 

which grows on the island of Jambå to the north of the world 

mountain and which is at times also described as growing at the 

top of Mount Meru (Jaini 1990: 29); secondly, the caitya-tree at the 

top of a samavasaraõa or, thirdly, any other cosmic tree found in 

some part of the vast Jaina universe. The trees are usually referred to 

as kalpa v�kùas or wish-granting trees. A fascinating example of 

such a cosmic representation, dating from the seventeenth century, is 

to be found inside the Pàr÷vanàtha Temple compound at Lodruva 

(Ludravà) near Jaisalmer in Rajasthan (Fig. 12). The original temple 

at the site was constructed in AD 1152, but was entirely destroyed 

and only rebuilt in AD 1615. The representation of the cosmic tree on 

this site is made of metal and is raised on a square three-tiered 

structure with gateways in all four directions, relating it both to the 

meru and the samavasaraõa. The metal tree is referred to as Kalpa 

V�kùa and, according to local legend, it is an artificial replacement 

of a sacred tree which once grew inside the enclosure walls of the 

temple.26 Many modern Jaina temples or cosmological halls have 

twentieth-century representations of similar cosmic trees growing 

atop a three-tiered world mountain. Examples can be seen inside the 

cosmological hall in the large temple complex at Mandu (Fig. 13), 

and next to the Candraprabha Temple at Arrah (ârà) in Bihar. 

As we have seen above, Sumeru, the central world peak, is not the 

only sacred mountain of Jaina cosmology. Also other examples, 

usually referred to more generally as merus or parvatas, play an 

important role in cosmological descriptions. There are other sacred 

hills and mountain chains located on Jambå Dvãpa and also on 

adjacent island rings. Mount Sumeru, the highest of them all, is 

surrounded by four prominent peaks, creating a group of five which 
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are referred to as pa¤ca meru.27 Whilst Mount Sumeru is found at 

the centre, Mount Vijaya and Mount Acala are situated on the second 

island continent called Dhàtakãkhaõóa, to the east and west of the 

central mountain respectively. Mountains number four and five, 

called Mandara (a term also used for the central world mountain) and 

Vidyunmàli, are located in the eastern and western sections of the 

inner half of Puùkaravara Dvãpa, the next concentric island ring, 

creating an east-west line of five sacred hills. There are ample 

representations of the pa¤ca meru in Jaina art. Metal representations 

dating from the thirteenth and fifteenth centuries respectively, which 

display all five mountains stacked to create one tall pillar-like peak, 

are enshrined in the øvetàmbara Hasti÷àlà of the Låõ-vasahã at 

Mount Abu (âbå Parvata, Delvàça), Rajasthan, and in the 

Digambara Jaina shrine at Surat (Sårat), Gujarat (for a 

reproduction see Shah 1955, plate XXIX, fig. 78).28 Such 

models are particularly common in Tamil Nadu and Kerala  

where a bronze representation of the pa¤ca meru, usually 

about one metre in height, is part of the standard furnishings of 

a Digambara Jaina temple. At Taranga (Tàraïgà), also in Gujarat, 

large stone representations of the five merus, dating from about the 

fifteenth–sixteenth century, are enshrined in a pavilion-like structure 

located in the south-eastern corner of the Ajitanàtha Temple 

complex. The five sacred mountains can also be housed in a raised 

shrine room. This is for example the case in the small shrine flanking 

the main temple in the Tuïk of Làlcand Modã Premcand on Mount 

øatru¤jaya at Palitana (Pàlitànà), Gujarat, and on the first floor of 

the so-called Cosmological Temple at the pilgrimage site of Bahubali, 

at Kumbhoj. At Un (æn) in Madhya Pradesh, a walled sacred Jaina 
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complex containing five shrines as well as the caraõ or pàdukà of 

Muni Hema Sàgar is called the ørã Pa¤c Pahàçã Ma¤gal, the five 

auspicious mountains. Certain Jaina scholars have been arguing, 

without much success or credibility outside their community, 

however, that the large Qutb Minàr of the Quwwat-al Islam Mosque 

in Delhi, erected by Qutb-ud-dãn Aibak in 1193 AD, also represents 

Sumeru Parvata, the central world mountain of the Jainas (Lishk 

1987: 60-1). 

Further cosmic and mythical Jaina mountains which have been 

represented in sculptural or architectural form are Aùñàpada, 

Sameña øikhara, and Mount Kailàsa. The Mallinàtha Temple, also 

known as the Vastupàla Vihàra or the Vastupàla-Tejapàla 

Temple, on Mount Girnàr near Junagadh (Junagaçh) in Gujarat, has 

three major sanctuaries connected to a central hall (maõóapa). 

Whilst the eastern garbha-g�ha is dedicated to Pàr÷vanàtha, the 

shrine in the north houses an enormous reproduction of the sacred 

Mount Aùñàpada, and that in the south a replica of Sameña 

øikhara. Both representations fill almost the entire volume of the dark 

and unlit shrine rooms. According to the Triùaùñi and the 

Abhidhàna Cintàmaõi, Lord »ùabhdeva attained enlightenment 

on Aùñàpada Parvata, which is also known as Kailàsa, Haràdri or 

Sphañikàdri mountain (Shah 1955: 116). Following other 

religious interpretations, Kailàsa and Mount Meru are identical 

(Lishk 1987: 59) which suggests that Aùñàpada can also be equated 

with Mount Meru, as indeed certain Jaina accounts convey. Tradition 

holds that, after having erected a shrine for the deceased »ùabhdeva, 

Bharata created eight steps (aùña pada) in the form of enormous 
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almost insurmountable terraces around the mountain in order to 

protect the sacred place. According to the account in Jinaprabha 

Såri’s Aùñàpada-giri-kalpa, the shrine at the summit of Aùñàpada 

(si§haniùadyà) has a caturmukha arrangement with four doorways. 

It contains the representations of fourteen Tãrthaïkaras, four images 

facing the south, eight the west, ten the north and two towards the 

east.29 The same arrangement of images can be seen in the shrine 

rooms of certain Digambara temples. Sameña øikhara, the mountain 

model contained in the south shrine on Mount Girnàr, is a model-like 

representation of the actual Mount Para÷nàth, a popular pilgrimage 

destination in Bihar. Such model images of holy pilgrimage places 

are referred to as “manifestations” of the real sites, avatàras or 

uddhàras (Shah 1955: 117). Since twenty of the twenty-four 

Tãrthaïkaras are believed to have attained enlight-enment at the 

summit of Mount Para÷nàth, it must be considered at least equal in 

cosmological importance to Mount Aùñàpada, the nirvàõa-sthàn or 

mokùa-bhåmi of »ùabhanàtha. The representations inside the 

Mallinàtha Temple on Mount Girnàr are, however, not the only 

artistic representations of these cosmic and mythical mountain peaks. 

The âdinàtha Temple at Ayodhya (Ayodhyà) and the Baçà Jaina 

Temple at Jabalpur contain small modern sculptural repre-sentations 

of Mount Kailàsa. A larger arrangement at Sonagiri (Sonàgiri) in 

Madhya Pradesh allegedly incorporates one hundred and eight 

miniature shrine representations into its layout (Fig. 14). Noteworthy 

in this context is that Mount Sonàgiri itself, on which this 

reproduction is found, is said to have the same number of temples, 

indirectly relating the local pilgrimage site to the cosmic and mytho-

logical mountain of the Jaina religion. Construction on an even larger 

arrangement was well in progress at Hastinapur in autumn 2000, 
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where also a monumental reproduction of Mount Aùñàpada is being 

built. Less literal, but still having an important cosmological 

dimension, are the so-called Aùñàpada temples, such as that in the 

fort of Jaisalmer, which contain miniature reproductions of this 

cosmic mountain. 
 

 

Fig. 14. Model representation of Mount Kailàsa made of one hundred and 

eight miniature shrines located on the hill at Sonagiri in Madhya Pradesh. 

 

Nandã÷vara Dvãpa 

The central island of Jambå Dvãpa is surrounded by an infinite 

number of concentric island rings. We have referred already to 

Dhàtakãkhaõóa Dvãpa and Puùkaravara Dvãpa, the second and 

the third cosmic islands on which the four mountains of the sacred 

group of pa¤ca meru are located. Most texts on Jaina cosmography 

provide the names for at least the sixteen innermost and the sixteen 

outermost concentric island rings (see for example Lishk 1998: 16-
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18). The only other island, apart from Jambå Dvãpa, however, 

which has frequently been represented in sculptural and architectural 

form, is the eighth island from the centre called Nandã÷vara 

Dvãpa. Also on this island there are a large number of mountains and 

shrines to the Tãrthaïkaras. There are four A¤jana Parvatas, black 

mountains, which are located at the four cardinal points. Each of 

these four peaks is again surrounded by four crystal or curd-coloured 

mountains, the Dadhimukha Giris, and by another eight golden 

mountains, the Ratikara Giris. All together, they create four groups of 

thirteen mountain peaks each, located in the four directions of 

space.30 There is a natural Jaina temple at the top of each of the hills, 

creating a total of fifty-two sacred mountains and temples of the Jinas 

on the island of Nandã÷vara.31 

Many Jaina temples in the north of India contain stylised diagram-

matic representations of the eighth island carved on circular stone 

plaques. These are referred to as citra-pañas and usually show a 

central mountain hub surrounded by four lozenge or diamond-shaped 

groups of thirteen pavilions, usually surrounded by trees or foliage 

(Fig. 15).32 Although sculptural and architectural representations 

depict the island of Nandã÷vara as a solid disc, or as a round or 

stag-gered temple space, texts describe the island as a ring. Only the 

central continent of Jambå Dvãpa is a solid land mass and all the 

other islands surrounding this inner space are ring-shaped, alternating 

with and interspersed by circular oceans. The presence of the next 

inner six island rings located in between Nandã÷vara and Jambå 

Dvãpa is not usually depicted in Jaina sculpture and architecture, 

although cosmological paintings from Western India, dating largely 

from the seventeenth-eighteenth century, may show simplified 

versions of the innermost island and ocean rings. Nandã÷vara 

Dvãpa panels and temples do, however, usually have a representation 

of the central world mountain or the pa¤ca meru at the centre. In 
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this way, either the central island of Jambå Dvãpa, or the three 

innermost islands of the Jaina cosmos, carrying the five merus, are at 

least symbolically represented by the presence of one or five 

mountain images in the art or architecture. Another possible 

interpretation for the depiction of mountains on a technically ring-

shaped and therefore hollow island, is the repeated statement in Jaina 

cosmology that each island continent is twice the size of the 

preceding one but has an identical arrangement (Jain 1997: 60). 

Accordingly, there should be a mountain in the centre of each island 

which, however, is difficult to imagine on an island ring and is 

therefore less convincing as an explanation. Since all islands, 

however, enclose and surround Sumeru they all must have it as their 

centre. 
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Fig. 15. One of the two marble citra-pañas of the island of Nandã÷vara 

displayed in the âdinàtha Temple at Ranakpur in Rajasthan. 

 

 

 

We also have various representations of Nandã÷vara Dvãpa in 

architecture. It seems that the Nandã÷vara Dvãpa pavilion in the 

compound of the Ajitanàtha Temple at Taranga, dating from about 
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the fifteenth-sixteenth century, is the earliest available example of a 

translation of this cosmological theme into architecture. The 

Nandã÷vara Dvãpa pavilion is located right next to the small 

building containing a model of the pa¤ca meru, mentioned above. 

Similar but much larger in shape is the Nandã÷vara Dvãpa Temple 

(1840 AD) in the Tuïk of Ujambi Hemabàã on the northern ridge of 

Mount øatru¤jaya (Fig. 16). Whilst the previous example at 

Taranga is a small pavilion which is only unlocked for a special 

festival conducted on behalf of Nandã÷vara Dvãpa representations, 

the cosmological temple at the summit of Mount øatru¤jaya is a 

large open building. It has perforated stone screens and entrances on 

all four sides. Here, the cosmological shrine is the central object of 

worship of the fortified temple complex (tuïk) and not a subsidiary 

element of a large temple area. Each of the cosmological edifices has 

a single meru sculpture at the centre of the arrangement, which is 

similar in style to the fifty-two surrounding mountain images. The 

central mountain images seem to indicate the presence of Mount 

Meru at the centre of the Middle World, although James Fergusson 

interpreted the central sculpture in the Tuïk of Ujambi Hemabàã as a 

representation of Mount øatru¤jaya itself (Fergusson 1967: 29). 

Dating from a similar period is the representation of the island of 

Nandã÷vara in the first-floor shrine room of the Digambara Meru 

Temple in Old Delhi (Fig. 17). The garbha-g�ha below used to 

contain a figural image but is not in use any longer. This might 

indicate that in this multi-shrined temple arrangement, the 

cosmological representation was regarded as more important or 

sacred than the figural image below. The inner walls of the upper 

shrine room, containing a representation of the fifty-two mountains 

and shrines on Nandã÷vara Dvãpa, are elaborately painted. In the 

Delhi temple, we do not find only a single Sumeru Parvata at the 

centre of the conception, but a line of five mountain sculptures, the 
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pa¤ca meru, represented in the same way as the surrounding cosmic 

mountain peaks. There are also many contemporary examples of 

Nandã÷vara Dvãpa temples or shrine rooms. 
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Fig. 16. Inside view of the Nandã÷vara Dvãpa Temple in the Tuïk of 

Ujambi Hemabàã on Mount øatru¤jaya. 
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Fig. 17. Representations of the fifty-two sacred mountains and Jaina temples 

of the eighth island continent housed in the first floor shrine room of the 

Digambara Meru Temple in Old Delhi. 
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The Pa¤càyatã Temple at Arrah has an early twentieth-century 

extension which contains a large model of the eighth island continent. 

Here, the colour of the mountain replicas reflects the black, white and 

either golden or brown colouring of the peaks as described in the 

cosmic literature. Whilst in this example, the pa¤ca meru group at 

the centre consists of small pillar-like sculptures, those found in the 

centre of the enormous Nandã÷vara Dvãpa hall in the Digambara 

Jaina Pràcãn Baçà Mandir compound at Hastinapur (also twentieth 

century) are large towers dominating the entire cosmic model (Fig. 

18). In recent years, large-scale Nandã÷vara models have also 

been created in the south of the subcontinent at places such as 

Ponnur (Ponnår) in Tamil Nadu. 

According to Jaina mythology and cosmology, Nandã÷vara 

Dvãpa is the island to which the gods retire after having celebrated 

the pa¤c kalyanak, the five auspicious events in the life of a 

Tãrthaïkara. It is believed that the gods worship the images at the 

summit of the fifty-two mountain peaks three times a year, from the 

eighth to the fifteenth day (which is the full-moon day, pårõimà) of 

the bright half of the months of kàrtika, phàlguõa and aùàóha, 

roughly corresponding to October, February and June. During these 

periods Jainas all over India celebrate the aùñàhnikà festival 

(aùñàhnikà parva påjà). As part of the celebrations, believers 

observe a fast and venerate the citra-pañas of Nandã÷vara Dvãpa 

displayed in Jaina temples. The festival period is usually concluded 

with a chariot procession (rathayàtrà) during which the male 

members of the community visit all the Jaina temples of a village or 

town, imitating the divine actions of the gods (Jain 1977: 40; Jain and 

Fischer 1978: 19; Lishk 1998:54-7). Human beings are unable to 
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physically reach Nandã÷vara Dvãpa and, therefore, the act is 

performed symbolically. 

 

 
 

Fig. 18. The five pillar-like mountains (pa¤ca meru) at the centre of the 

Nandã÷vara Dvãpa model in the Digambara Jaina Pràcãn Baçà Mandir 

compound at Hastinapur in Haryana. 

 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Jaina texts on cosmology and cosmography provide us with detailed 

descriptions of large numbers of island continents, oceans, world 

regions, heavens and hells. A comparatively small number of these 

have been depicted in Jaina art and architecture. Most common are 

representations of the central island of Jambå, of various cosmic 

mountains (merus), and of Nandã÷vara Dvãpa, the eighth island 

continent. Indirectly at least, also the second and the third island 
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rings, Dhàtakãkhaõóa and Puùkaravara Dvãpa, are present in 

pa¤ca meru arrangements. These particular items of Jaina 

cosmology seem to have been chosen because of the particular 

relevance they have for members of the Jaina community. Jambå 

Dvãpa, for example, lies at the very centre of their universe and 

India, as well as the rest of the physical world as we know it, is 

located on it. The island of Jambå as well as the next concentric one 

and a half island rings are the only places in the large Jaina cosmos 

where human beings can be born, live and attain enlightenment. The 

area of the Aóhàã Dvãpas is also where most of the merus 

represented in Jaina art are to be found. These sacred mountains play 

an important role in Jaina mythology and ritual. It is at the top of 

mythical and cosmic mountains that baby Jinas receive their first 

ceremonial bath from the god Indra,33 and where they reach liberation 

at the end of their life. In this way, sacred mountain peaks are 

symbolic markers of important points of transition in a pure and 

religious life. Therefore, devotees will endea-vour to conduct 

pilgrimages to all sacred mountains at the top of which Jinas have 

attained omniscience as well as other renowned peaks. Many Jaina 

temples contain carved panels and painted versions of these sacred 

pilgrimage places, whilst sculptural or architectural representations of 

them are further, more concrete examples in a long line of sacred 

mountain images. Only the gods can reach Nandã÷vara Dvãpa and 

venerate the images housed in the shrines at the summit of the fifty-

two sacred mountains. Therefore, an elaborate Jaina festival, 

conducted three times a year, developed around the veneration of this 

island and gained great importance with the Jainas.34 Because humans 

cannot visit Nandã÷vara Dvãpa, substi-tutes had to be created for 

the re-enactment or the symbolic partici-pation of humans in this 

auspicious cosmic act. The aùñàhnikà festival is unique to the Jainas 

and the island of Nandã÷vara is of no impor-tance to the Hindus or 
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Buddhists. As such the concept of Nandã÷vara, as described in texts 

or represented in art, is distinctly Jaina. This point seems also to have 

played an important role in the creation of the other cosmic temple 

types or forms. Whilst there are links to Hindu and Buddhist world 

descriptions, the specific layout of the Jaina cosmos is distinct and so 

are its artistic representations. It is, however, not only in the detail of 

the cosmological depictions but in the larger area of why Hindus and 

Buddhists do not construct such literal representations of cosmic 

temples, that the Jaina constructions are unique.35 They provide the 

Jaina community with a distinct group of cosmic representations in 

art and architecture, as well as with a unique set of rituals and festival 

cycles which relate to specific Jaina philosophical and soteriological 

concepts. It is noteworthy that cosmological representations date 

largely from later periods. The surviving sculptural and architectural 

materials begin mainly in the thirteenth century, seem to gain in 

popularity during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, and continue 

with growing importance to the present day. It was during the twelfth 

and thirteenth centuries, that Jaina temple architecture started to 

develop a distinct language diffe-rentiating it from the buildings of 

other religions in India. Following the Muslim attacks on many Jaina 

sites during the following century, these tendencies were taken 

further and flourished even more so in the relatively peaceful and 

calm period of the fifteenth century, when distinct types of 

cosmological temples were developed and constructed more widely 

all over India. 

Ancient cosmologies are indeed such powerful and potent issues 

in the creation of religious identities that today they are not only used 

to differentiate Jainas from other religious groups but to identify 

differences between the various strands of the Jaina sects. Cosmo-

logical concepts figure, for example, centrally in a dispute between 

traditional mainstream Digambara Jainas and the followers of the 

reforming Kànjã Svàmã Panth in Gujarat, originally made up of 

converts from the øvetàmbara sect. The dispute is not so much about 

the geography of the cosmos as about the question of whether Kànjã 

Svàmã, the founder of the neo-Digambara movement, was born in 
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Mahàvideha, the central region of Jambå Dvãpa, and was present 

when Kundakunda attended the first sermon of the Tãrthaïkara 

Sãmandhara. The Jaina community postulates today that Jinas will 

not be born in Bhàrata-varùa any longer but in Mahàvideha, paving 

the way for the elevation of Kànjã Svàmã to the status of a 

fordmaker. As an omniscient Tãrthaïkara he is referred to as 

Såryakãrti, and images of him are now worshipped in some Kànjã 

Svàmã temples. Whilst the Kanjian version of Jaina history and 

cosmology is depicted in the murals decorating the temple walls of 

the Svàdhyàya Mandir at Songadh (Songaçh), Gujarat, the 

construction of a huge replica of the traditional Digambara version of 

the cosmography of Jambå Dvãpa, initiated by ørã J¤ànamatã 

Màtà Jã at Hastinapur, is interpreted by the Jaina community as an 

architectural statement in this visual and artistic confrontation.36 
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Notes 

 
1 For example the concept of zero, an important factor in mathematical 

calculations and scientific thought, was first developed in India. 

2 There is an entire publication series entitled “Exact Sciences from Jaina 

Sources” which contains books on Jaina astronomy, cosmology and 

maths. See for example volume two of the series, entitled Astronomy 

and Cosmology, by L. C. Jain (1983), or from a similar series, the 

publication The Scientific Foundations of Jainism, by K. V. Mardia 
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(1996). Some writers try to divert attention from the discrepancies 

between the ancient Jaina texts and modern scientific views of the 

cosmos by arguing that comprehension of such a complex system lies 

beyond the abilities of an ordinary layperson or a non-believer (Lishk 

1998: 9). Others postulate the view that one day we might be able to 

understand that the Jaina texts really were right all along and that 

modern science instead was mistaken (Jindal 1987: 224). 

3 See for example the drawings of the cosmos accompanying and 

illustrating the discussion of the various ways of transition through the 

universe that lead to liberation, printed in the English translation of the 

Tattvàrtha Såtra and its combined commentaries edited by K. 

Brown and S. Sharma (1994: 49). Contrasting strongly with this 

religious interpretation of cosmology expressed by the Jainas, is the 

Buddhist approach which treats cosmography as a purely secular 

subject. According to the teachings of the Buddha, interest in cosmology 

and the physical world is not desirable as such enquiries are believed to 

remain on the surface of matter, to be concerned with illusion only, and 

not to deal with the true nature of existence. 

4 R. F. Gombrich points out that this might partly be due to earlier texts 

having been lost (1975: 118). 

5 Amongst the canonical scriptures, the third Upàïga, called the 

Jãvàjãvàbhigama, is one of the main texts dealing with Jaina 

cosmography. It was further elaborated upon in the 

Jambådvãpapraj¤apati. The Sårya- and the Candra-praj¤apati 

mainly deal with Jaina astronomy, an area closely related to 

cosmography (Bose, Sen and Subbarayappa 1971: 42-5). Also 

Kundakunda’s Tattvàrthà-dhigamasåtra deals with the structure of the 

universe and with cosmography. For a discussion of further texts on 

Jaina cosmology, particularly from a Digambara background, see also S. 

S. Lishk (1998: 9). 

6 For similarities with the Vedas see S. K. Jain (1997: 59) and for those 

issues relating to the Puràõas and Buddhist perceptions of the cosmos 

see D. C. Sircar (1967: 56-7). The most detailed comparison of all three 

world systems, Hindu, Buddhist and Jaina, is to be found in R. F. 

Gombrich’s article on ancient Indian cosmologies (1975: 119-20). 
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7 S. S. Lishk reminds us in this context that it was only as late as 1878 AD 

that the length of the British mile was standardised (1998: 9). 

8 These differences relate particularly to the shape of the inner cosmos 

(Schubring 1995: 205), the breadth of the space of the world (v. 

Glasenapp 1999: 250) and the number of heavens in the upper part of 

the universe (Coomaraswamy 1994: 26; Brown and Sharma 1994: 92-3, 

figs. 10, 11). 

9 The enormous numbers apply both to cosmic time and cosmic space. 

The Jaina universe is measured in terms of a standard unit, called a rope 

(rajju). A rajju corresponds to the distance a god travels in six months if 

he flies at 2,057,152 yojanas in a “blink” or a moment (samaya), which 

is said to be the equivalent of ten million joyanas a second (Gombrich 

1975: 130). A joyana is believed to equal about eight miles. Based on 

this conversion, Mount Meru, which is tiny when seen within the larger 

cosmic framework, is 800,000 miles high (Babb 1998: 38). 

10 For detailed descriptions of the nature and shape of the Jaina cosmos 

see, for example, W. Kirfel 1990, C. Caillat 1981, W. Schubring 1995, 

ch. V: Cosmography, H. v. Glasenapp 1999, ch. IV: Cosmology, and S. 

S. Lishk 1998. 

11 In order to explain the close relationship between mythical and 

cosmological issues, L. A. Babb refers to the pa¤c kalyàõak påjà of 

Pàr÷vanàtha which leads through various states of existence in 

different parts of the universe (1998: 38); for other examples see also 

Amar 1975: 518). A further area expressing the interrelatedness between 

cosmic and mythical aspects is temple ritual. All ritual activities 

conducted within Jaina shrines are related to and symbolic of cosmic 

and mythical space (Jain 1977: 36). 

12 In Jaina literature the medium of motion, or more precisely the auxiliary 

cause of motion, is referred to as dharma and the medium of rest is 

called adharma. It is worth noting that in a general Indian context the 

term dharma is understood as referring to religious duties or laws and 

adharma to their violation. Accordingly, the use of these terms in the 

technical context of cosmographical Jaina literature is entirely distinct. 

The medium of motion is considered to be formless, inactive and eternal 

(Jain 1985: 8, 12-14; Shah 1998: 12). For a detailed discussion of the 

concept of motion in Indian thought see D. M. Bose, S. N. Sen and B. 

V. Subbarayappa (1971: 472-5). 
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13 The image of dishes or bowls in connection with Indian cosmologies is 

as old as the »g Veda. Noteworthy variations of this theme are 

references to two eggshells from the Upaniùads. For further details on 

various cosmologies relating to this imagery see R. F. Gombrich (1975: 

113, 116-7). 

14 The idea of the cosmic man is not unique to Jainism. Cosmogonies 

relating to the puruùa are also common in a Hindu context. With 

respect to the correlation of cosmos and human beings in Jainism, it is 

fascinating to note that Vasunandi in his øràvakàcàra describes a 

meditation where the meditators imagine their own body to be the 

cosmos with Mount Meru in the navel, the hells below, the heavenly 

spheres around the shoulders and the neck portion, and the siddha÷ilà 

located on the forehead (Jain 1977: 38). 

15 The lower world is not only inhabited by various hell- or infernal beings 

(nàraki). Its uppermost regions, known as rayaõappabhà, are also 

occupied by certain demi-gods and other divinities. These divine beings 

are not confined to the nether regions but can move about freely and 

also reside in the middle world (Schubring 1995: 213; Jaini 1990: 128). 

16 This space at the very apex of the universe is also referred to as the 

ãùatpragbhàra, or the paradise of the perfected. It is located outside 

the sphere of saüsàra, in which all living beings are subject to the cycle 

of rebirth (Coomaraswamy 1994: 26). 

17 Although the number of concentric island continents is said to be 

innumerable or uncountable (asankhyàt), they do not extend forever in 

space, and there is a limit beyond which there is only empty space 

(Babb 1998: 40). 

18 Meru and Sumeru are the most commonly applied terms to describe the 

central world mountain. Whilst Meru is Sanskrit, Sumeru (or Sineru) 

derives from Pali literature (Gombrich 1975: 119). S. S. Lishk makes 

reference to some texts referring to it as Sudar÷ana Meru (1998: 20) 

and Mount Mandara (1998: 27; see also U. P. Shah 1955: 117; W. 

Schubring 1995: 217) whilst the use of the term Aùñàpada to describe 

the same mountain is attested to by H. Singh (1982: 154). 
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19 The bhoga-bhåmis are the regions of enjoyment, where human life is 

always full of happiness and where all desires are granted by the kalpa-

v�kùas, the wish-fulfilling trees. Because such an environment is not 

conducive to asceticism, however, Tãrthaïkaras cannot be born in this 

part of the cosmos (for further details see: G. Amar 1975: 518; S. K. 

Jain 1997: 61; L. A. Babb 1998: 40). Outside the bhoga-bhåmis lie the 

karma-bhåmis which will be discussed later in the paragraph. 

20 Various authors provide different names for the seven world regions of 

Jambå Dvãpa. Whilst W. Schubring refers to them as Mahàvideha, 

Bharata, Hemavaya, Harivàsa, Eravaya, Hiraõõavaya and Rammaga 

(1995: 217), it is more common for them to be named as Bharata, 

Haimavata, Hari, Videha, Ramyaka, Hairaõyaka (or  

Hairanyavata) and Airàvata (see for example: S. K. Jain 1997: 61; S. 

S. Lishk 1998: 20; K. Brown and S. Sharma, 1994: 77: Tattvàrtha 

Såtra, 3.10). It is noteworthy that all versions contain a region referred 

to as Bhàrata-kùetra or Bhàrata-varùa, the land of India as we know it 

from our modern perception of world geography. This is the place 

where the twenty-four Jinas of the present age (avasarpiõã or “era of 

decline”) have all been born (Jindal 1987: 224; Gombrich 1975: 131). 

21 For the names of the various rivers originating at the apex of the 

mountains and the directions into which they flow see W. Schubring 

(1995: 218-9). 

22 Half way through the island of Puùkaravara is an impassable mountain 

ring, called Mànuùottara Parvata. Beyond this only so-called 

tirya¤cas (sub-humans or animals) reside and no human being can 

survive there. 

23 Some of these hanging representations might also symbolise the planets 

circling around Mount Meru between the terrestrial world and the 
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lowest  heaven. These stellar bodies are the abode of the jyotiùk or 

jyotiùa deities, the gods of light. 

24 The construction of the Jambå Dvãpa Rachanà was inspired by ørã 

J¤ànamatã Màtà Jã, a prolific writer on Jaina cosmology and founder 

of the Digambara Jaina Institute of Cosmographic Research at 

Hastinapur. 

25 A rare example of a meru sculpture with four standing images at the 

apex is to be found inside the Digambara Candraprabha Temple in 

Arrah. It is noteworthy to observe that although such merus are housed 

both in Digambara and øvetàmbara temples, they seem to be more 

common in a Digambara context. 

26 Jaina temples all over India still have natural trees within their 

compound walls which are venerated as sacred trees because of their 

mythical or cosmic associations. Examples are to be found in the 

âdinàtha Temple at Ranakpur, behind the âdã÷vara Temple on Mount 

øatru¤jaya and in the complex of the Candraprabha Temple at Phalghat 

(Palakkad) in Kerala. 

27 Occasionally the pa¤ca meru are also referred to as sudar÷ana (Amar 

1975: 521). This term, however, is more commonly applied to Mount 

Sumeru, the central peak of the group of five. 

28 G. Amar (1975) disagrees with this identification. He considers this 

sculpture as a representation of just a single meru and not of the pa¤ca 

meru. G. Amar does not provide an explanation for his interpretation (p. 

525, footnote no. 1) but it is likely that he bases his assumption on 

seventeenth and eighteenth century western Indian paintings of Mount 

Meru which also depict the mountain as consisting of several individual 

parts (see for example C. Caillat 1981:162-3). The same kind of 

sculptural arrangement is, however, very common in south India where 

it is commonly regarded as a representation of the pa¤ca meru and is 

called by this name. 

29 According to the Aùñàpada-giri-kalpa, the arrangement of the Jinas 

inside the shrine is as follows: on the south side are four images 
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beginning with Sambhavanàtha, on the west are eight representations 

beginning with Supàr÷vanàtha, on the north are ten Tãrthaïkaras 

beginning with Dharmanàtha, and on the east are the two Jinas 

»ùabhdeva (»ùabhanàtha) and Ajitanàtha (Shah 1955: 116-7). 

30 This brief account is based on descriptions in the 

Triùaùñi÷alàkàpuruùacarita, the Hariva§÷a of Jinasena, the 

Trilokasàra of Nemicandra, the Sthànàïga Såtra and the 

âva÷yaka Cårõi as summarised by U. P. Shah (1955: 119-20) as well 

as on the descriptions by W. Kirfel (1990: 253-7), S. S. Lishk (1998: 54-

7) and G. Amar (1975: 525-9). There is a certain amount of variation 

between the different accounts. 

31 The Jaina temples are all said to have one hundred and eight garbha-

g�has or platforms, each housing or supporting an image of one of the 

Jinas. It is noteworthy that many Jaina temples throughout India have 

large numbers of shrine rooms and that in north-western India in 

particular, there are temples which are surrounded by either one hundred 

and eight or fifty-two subsidiary shrines, called devakulikàs, which are 

representative of simplified Nandã÷vara Dvãpa arrangements. 

32 In the Digambara shrines of south India it is more common to find metal 

representations of the fifty-two mountains arranged in a three-

dimensional pyramidal shape (see for example J. Jain and E. Fischer 

1978: 19; U. P. Shah 1955: plate XXIV, fig. 63). 

33 The water which is used for the first abhiùeka of a Jina is taken from 

the fifth ocean ring, Kùãra-vara, which is renowned for its pure waters. 

Because of the importance of the first bath of the Jina, the bathing 

ceremony carried out in the mornings for images of Tãrthaïkaras all 

over India is representative of their birth (Amar 1975: 518; Jain 1977: 

36-8). 

34 The particular importance of the aùñàhnikà festival is clearly expressed 

by the fact that it is the only festival to which the older religious 
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advisers to Jaina householders (÷ràvakàcàras) devote any attention 

(Jain and Fischer 1978: 19). 

35 The superstructures of Hindu temples are frequently equated with 

Mount Kailàsa, whilst the domes of Buddhist stupas are believed to 

represent Mount Meru. Also certain architectural arrangements in 

South-east Asia have been found to have cosmological significance. 

Most of these constellations are, however, quite abstract and much less 

literal or immediate translations of cosmic concepts into architecture 

than the cosmic Jaina sculptures and temples discussed above. 

36 For further information on this dispute see P. Dundas (1992: 227-32) 

and R. K. Jain (1999: 101-17). 
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The Year in the Kumaon Himalayas 
 

JOHN LEAVITT  

 

 

The mainly Hindu rural population of the Central Himalayan region 

of Kumaon (now part of the Indian state of Uttaranchal) presents a 

complex cultural pattern combining pan-Hindu and pan-South-Asian 

forms and elements with apparently autonomous regional ones. In 

religion, economic practice, social organisation, and language, 

Kumaonis are clearly related to their neighbours in the far more 

populous plains to the south, but at the same time show marked 

distinctions from them. These distinctions are, in fact, too important 

to allow Kumaonis to be lumped in as just another example of “South 

Asian” or “Hindu” civilisation – not that one should necessarily so 

lump any regional culture (Leavitt 1992). What may be conceived of 

as a tension between standard North Indian practice and a coherent, 

but not independent, local pattern appears, among other places, in the 

reckoning of the divisions of the year. In earlier papers (Leavitt 1992, 

1994, 1995), I discussed the patterning of time, work, and the seasons 

in what we might call the Kumaoni econo-chronotope. Here I would 

like to flesh in the development of the rural Kumaoni year in more 

detail. I base my presentation to some degree on published material, 

but chiefly on twenty months of field research in Kumaon in the early 

1980s, centred primarily in some small villages of parganahs Malli 

and Talli Kuñauli in District Nainital, just south of the city of 

Almora. 

The linguistic situation in Kumaon is complex and requires some 

explanation. The Kumaoni language is related to other Indo-Aryan 

languages such as Hindi, Panjabi, and Bengali, but is part of a distinct 

linguistic sub-grouping, called the Pahari languages, that runs along 

the lower Himalayas from Himachal Pradesh through Nepal, and 

which includes Nepali as well. Since the establishment of British rule 

early in the nineteenth century, Kumaoni government business and 

much commerce take place in Hindi; the sacred language for 

Kumaonis, like other, Hindus, is Sanskrit, which is also a form of the 
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Old Indo-Aryan that is ancestral to all the Indo-Aryan languages just 

mentioned. Today Kumaoni is the language of the home, the field, 

and of region-specific ritual and oral poetry. At the same time, the 

speech of most Kumaonis includes greater or lesser borrowing of 

vocabulary from Hindi, and through Hindi from Persian, Arabic, and 

Sanskrit; directly from Sanskrit for matters associated with orthodox 

Hindu religion; and to a smaller degree from English. The question of 

linguistic provenance will be important when we consider the impli-

cations of the terms used for different kinds of temporal points and 

divisions. 

Rural Kumaonis are for the most part small terrace farmers, and so 

are highly dependent on and conscious of the seasonal cycle. This 

gives a clear structure to what may, I think, be called a Kumaoni 

works and days (Leavitt 1995). 

 

 

THE YEARLY ROUND 

 

The year in Kumaon forms a repeating pattern based on the one hand 

on the seasonal and agricultural cycle, and on the other on two 

concurrent series of annual festivals.1 Kumaonis have traditionally 

divided the year into three seasons: ruri, the spring and the hot 

season, the months of Phàgun through Jeñh (mid-February to mid-

June); caumàs (from Sanskrit caturmàsa “the four months”), the 

rainy season, from Asàç through Bhàdõ (mid-June to mid-

September); and hyØ (from Sanskrit hema “snow”), the cold season, 

which lasts from Asºj through Màgh (mid-September to mid-

February). These seasons represent ideal types of weather rather than 

tightly defined periods of time. Along with these terms, the six 

standard North Indian seasons are used: basant for the flowering 

spring, garmi for the dusty hot weather, bàris for the rains, sarad for 

the cool, clear autumn, jàçõ for the cold weather. But these, too, are 

attributive labels for most people, rather than being rigorously 

identified as periods of two months each (Pant 1935: 30-1).   
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Two important aspects of Kumaoni agricultural life are linked in 

the compound term “fields and gardens” (kheti-bàri), which is used to 

indicate practical life in the village. When you ask a Kumaoni 

villager what he or she has been doing lately, you are likely to receive 

kheti-bàri, more or less meaning “the same old thing”, in answer.  

Staple food-grains are grown in the fields; vegetables and fruits are 

grown in gardens. The most important grains are millets (maóu for 

grinding for bread and jhuïur for boiling) and rice (dhàn), which are 

grown in the rainy season, and wheat (gyØ), grown in the winter, 

partly as a cash crop.  The main grains are linked in the popular 

saying maóuvà ràjà, dhàn padhàn, gyØ gulàm “maóu is the king, 

paddy the village chief, wheat the slave”. This saying is in fact an 

accurate expression of the relative importance of these grains in 

subsistence for ordinary villagers; but at the same time it reverses the 

usual values attributed to them. Ordinarily, maóu bread is considered 

a rough and not very palatable food appropriate only for poor people 

in the cold hills, since it is extremely heating (on heating and cooling 

as properties in Kumaoni thinking, see Leavitt 1996: 521-2). The 

universally known song maóuva rvàña, sisurõk sàga “maóu bread 

and boiled nettles” expresses the poverty of hill people through the 

synec-doche of this typical poor Pahari meal. Rice forms a middle 

category, since its many varieties are all evaluated differently, with 

that grown in irrigated lowlands better in texture and taste than the 

rice grown in the uplands; and wheat is considered excellent and 

delicious food. As a relatively respected visitor, for instance, people 

always wanted to serve me wheat bread (gyaÑk rvàñ), even old 

wheat bread, even if there was fresh maóu bread on the hearth. The 

saying, then, may be seen both as an accurate expression of hill life, 

and, through the use of the loaded terms “king” and “slave”, as an 

expression of the distinctiveness and pride of poor millet-eating rural 

Paharis as against the richer wheat-eating people of the towns and the 

plains.   
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Because of several factors – the severe winter cold, the difficulty 

of keeping cattle alive through the cold weather, and the hardiness of 

the winter crop, which needs little or no tending – people in many 

parts of Kumaon would leave their mountain villages and winter over 

in the bhàbar, the relatively rich land at the foot of the hills. They 

would leave the villages in November, walk to the bhàbar with all 

their cattle, and return in the early spring (Pant 1935: 175-86). In 

Kuñauli, however, most households stayed in the village through the 

entire year (Nevill 1904: 295). 

Seasonal changes in Kumaon are clearly marked. In spring the 

woods are full of flowers and berries; in J¹ñh, the hottest month of the 

year, the air is hazy, dry and dusty, the earth is cracked and the hills 

brown; with the drenching rains of Asàç and Sauõ, the landscape 

turns a brilliant green, bedbugs and fleas appear in profusion, and one 

meets snakes on the road; in the fall the rains stop, the weather is 

cool, the air is crystalline, and the high mountains are astonishingly 

clear; come the winter, everything disappears under snow and, 

depending on which side of the mountain you find yourself on, it can 

be dark for a large part of the day – after which the return of spring is 

a welcome surprise. 

Kumaonis elaborate on the year’s progress in song and saying.  

The waxing half of the year, from the winter to the summer solstice, 

is called uttaraiõ “northwards”, since the sun appears to be moving 

toward the north day by day during this period; the waning half is 

called dakùiõain “southwards” (these are both Sanskrit terms). There 

is something happy and hopeful about the former, something sad 

about the latter: Sauõ, the month the sun turns south, has rather 

sinister connotations, as we shall see.      
Beyond the broad scope of the seasonal year, the conceptual year 

is marked by special days and moments, divided into months, days, 

and weeks, and this according to not one but three calendars, all of 

which run concurrently. We must begin, then, with a consideration of 
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calendrical systems in Kumaon, how they work and how they 

overlap. 

 

 

CALENDARS IN KUMAON 

 

The calendrical systems used by Hindus, like most such systems, are 

based on the sun, moon, and stars and adjusted to fit the seasons; they 

are extremely complicated (for overviews, see Basham 1954: 492-5; 

Fuller 1992: 263-6; Renou and Filliozat 1953: 720-38). They also 

vary to a fair degree from region to region and through history. I will 

not attempt to give a detailed picture of the Kumaoni calendars and 

their workings, but will present a general sketch, giving principles 

rather than details (for a more detailed treatment of the mechanics of 

the calendars used in Kumaon, see Atkinson 1884: 843-7). 

In Kumaon, as in most parts of the Hindu world, three distinct 

calendars serve concurrently. One of these is the Gregorian calendar, 

introduced by the British colonial government, which is used for 

government holidays. It will not be discussed here, since it impinges 

relatively little on the daily lives of villagers. The second is the lunar 

calendar, a version of the one used throughout the Hindu world for 

religious purposes. This calendar is based on the phases of the moon, 

counting either from new moon to new moon or from full moon to 

full moon. Since twelve lunar months only make about 355 days, in a 

purely lunar system such as the Muslim calendar the months and 

festivals shift gradually from one season to another. To avoid this  

seasonal drift, the Hindu lunar calendar periodically adds an 

intercalary month. In this way the Hindu lunar year keeps pace with 

the solar seasons, so that any month, date, or ritual falling on that date 

will always occur in the same season. The word lunisolar has some-

times been used to designate this lunar calendar that is periodically 

adjusted to fit the solar year (this is the usage, for instance, in 

Atkinson 1884, Basham 1954, and indeed in Leavitt 1992 and 1994). 

Here, however, I will simply call this system lunar and assume the 

reader understands about the periodic adjustment to fit the solar year 

(this is the usage of Gaborieau 1982, Slusser 1982, Levy 1990, and 

Fuller 1992). 
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Finally, Hindus also use a purely solar calendar, especially to 

calculate the solstices. This system is now assimilated to the Indian 

National Calendar. In most of the Hindu world, this solar calendar is 

of secondary importance in ritual – but not in Kumaon. Note that 

Marc Gaborieau (1982) uses the term lunisolar for the combination of 

the two calendars.2 

 

The Lunar Calendar 

In Kumaon, as elsewhere in India, the lunar calendar is used to deter-

mine the dates of the festivals of the pan-Hindu gods. Each of the 

twelve lunar months is divided into dark and bright halves. In 

Kumaon, the dark half, that of the waning of the moon, is considered 

the first one – this contrasts with the practice in some other parts of 

South Asia. In Kumaon, in other words, the month begins and ends 

with the full moon (punyÒ, Sanskrit purõimà), with the new moon 

(amaus, Sanskrit amàvasya) falling at mid-month. The waning and 

waxing half-months or fortnights are called pakù, the Sanskrit word 

for “wing”: kçùõapakù “the dark wing” and ÷ukrapakù  “the bright 

wing”. The days following the full and new moon are numbered with 

Sanskrit ordinals:  dvitiyà “second”, tçtiyà “third”, caturthi “fourth”, 

etc. The lunar date is called tithi. 

Following what has become a common way of designating dates 

in the lunar calendar (e.g., in Marriott 1955a; Wadley 1975), I will 

represent the halves of the month by numbers, 1 for the dark and 2 for 

the light half, followed by the number of the day. So cait ÷ukra        

àùñami, the eighth of the bright half of the month of Cait, would be 

represented as Cait 2:8.       
For observant Hindus, a number of recurrent monthly or half-

monthly occasions are deserving of special observance. Every full 

moon should ideally be celebrated. Every àùñami or Eighth, dark or 

bright, is sacred to the Goddess; every ekada÷i or Eleventh is sacred 

to Viùõu. In Kumaon, these recurrent lunar days are observed only by 
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extremely orthoprax people, primarily in cities. Besides these, there is 

a whole string of lunar festivals listed in various manuals (pañcàïg), 

only a few of which are actually celebrated by Kuñauli villagers, and 

most of which are known only to professional Hindu priests, who use 

the manuals as an essential tool of their trade. 

In Kumaon, all names of festivals in, and sections of, the lunar 

calendar are borrowings from Sanskrit, the sacred language of 

orthodox Hinduism. 

 

The Solar Calendar 

Most discussions of North Indian calendars (e.g., Freed and Freed 

1964; Wadley 1975; Nicholas 1982 for Bengal) present the festal year 

as primarily lunar. In the Gangetic plains, at least, it is evident that 

most important festivals fit this picture, based as they are on the days 

of the bright and dark lunar fortnights. However (as, for instance, the 

charts in Gaborieau 1982 and Nicholas 1982 show clearly), alongside 

the lunar months run purely solar months, which have a distinct rea-

lity of their own. The Hindu solar calendar is based on the movement 

of the sun through the constellations; in 1957-58 this solar calendar 

was made the basis of the Indian National Calendar (Freed and Freed 

1964: 80). It is used throughout the Hindu world to determine the 

solstices and equinoxes – which, by the way, are held to come about a 

month later than in the West, so that the winter solstice comes in mid-

January. 

While Hindu festal calendars, particularly from North India, pri-

marily involve lunar festivals and observances, there are always one 

or two based strictly on the solar calendar. Where there is just one, 

this falls at makar saïkrànt, the winter solstice, the only solar date 

that is celebrated as a major event throughout the Hindu world. Most 

famously, it is the day of the great Kumbh Melà, a fair of pan-Hindu, 

now of world, renown which takes place every twelve years in 

Hardwar and Allahabad; the 2001 Allahabad Kumbh Melà, estimated 

as involving some forty-five million people, is said to have been the 

largest gathering of human beings in one place for one purpose in the 

history of the planet. 
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In most calendric ethnographies, then, you find many lunar 

festivals plus the single solar festival of the winter solstice. In their 

description of the year in a North Indian village, the Freeds do say 

(1964: 83) that “the days of the saïkràntis [the first day of each solar 

month] ... are celebrated as festivals in India. Four of them are well 

known,” these being the solstices and equinoxes; but the only 

saïkrànt, indeed the only solar festival, shown as celebrated in these 

plains lists is the winter solstice. This contrasts with the very large 

number of lunar festivals in these calendars. 

Yet in some parts of South Asia, notably in South India (Fuller 

1992: 264-265), purely solar dates order a more or less autonomous 

series of important regional festivals that run concurrently with those 

of the lunar months. This is also very definitely the case in Kumaon, 

where the solar system, if I may call it that, is the basis for a series of 

for the most part enthusiastically practiced festivals. The importance 

of these festivals in local life convinced the nineteenth-century ad-

ministrator Edwin Atkinson that the solar calendar was the older of 

the two amongst the native Khasiya population, “though now ousted 

from its position in orthodox religious observances” (1884: 846). 

Note that in contrast with the festivals of the lunar calendar, which 

are shared with the rest of Hindu India and have Sanskrit names, most 

of the festivals of the solar calendar bear names that are solidly 

Kumaoni. 

To confuse things, the twelve months of the solar year have the 

same names as those of the lunar year, but their days, of course, do 

not match exactly. Each solar month begins with a saïkrànti day 

(Sanskrit, meaning “running together”; Kumaoni sàkyàn), a day when 

the sun is supposed to leave one constellation and enter another. The 

days of each solar month are then numbered in consecutive order. 

The solar date is called pethi in ordinary Kumaoni speech, the Sans-

krit gate in the priestly manuals. This contrasts with tithi for the lunar 

date and the Arabic word tàrãkh which is used for the Gregorian 

date. In Kumaon, all the festivals of the solar calendar fall on the 

sàkyàn day and sometimes continue the day following. 
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Since the solar and lunar calendars run concurrently, it is not un-

common for two unrelated festivals to fall on the same empirical day. 

Thus the day whose tàrãkh was September 17, 1982 (a year in which 

the solar and lunar months were farther off each other than they 

usually are) had the tithi of Asºj 1:15, the full moon of pitçpakù, the 

time of feeding the ancestors, in the lunar calendar, and so was a day 

on which auspicious works such as lunar festivals are forbidden. But 

it was also the first day of the solar month of Asºj, and so the 

important regional festival of Khataçuvà. The fact that it was the 

lunar Fortnight of the Ancestors did not seem relevant for the 

celebration of Khataçuvà. 

 

 

THE MONTHS AND THEIR OBSERVANCES 

 

A sketch of the year follows, month by month. The typical occupa-

tions of each month are described, followed by the month’s festivals 

– first those that follow the solar calendar, then those determined by 

the lunar calendar. For the latter, I mention only festivals that are 

actually observed by Kuñauli villagers, not the entire set as listed in 

the manuals (see Figure 1). While most of the information is based on 

my own observations, some comes from documentary sources. And 

since I was sometimes away or sick during the year and a half I spent 

in Kuñauli, my information on some periods is richer than for others.  

Also note that most of my time was spent in villages on the 

unirrigated uplands (upraÑ), where millets and dry rice are grown; 

the agricultural pattern is somewhat different in the valley bottoms 

(talaÑ), which are largely devoted to wet paddy cultivation.3 

I am trying here to give an impression of an actual empirical year 

as it might be experienced, putting together the solar and lunar fes-

tivals in one possible order (cf. the mixing of the two for the 

presentation of a virtual year in the Nepal Valley in Levy 1990: 
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Appendix Five). In the discussion that follows this presentation, I will 

pull the two series apart again (as Levy does in the text of his book). 

The month of Cait (Sanskrit Caitra), March-April, in the hills tra-

ditionally the first month of the year, marks the beginning of full 

flowering spring after the long winter. Children and teenagers 

typically spend the lengthening afternoons out in the forest herding 

the cows, playing, swinging, gathering the abundant kaphàv berries. 

Nowadays, school is let out by noon starting in this month. Many 

songs celebrate raïgilo caita, the merry month of Cait, which, like 

May in Western European traditions, is a bad month for marrying (a 

kàv mhaiõ “black month”), but a good one for wooing and amorous 

play. This period, with the young people spending most afternoons 

running around in the woods, is the ideal time for lovers’ meetings. 

Young wives, especially, remember the period of their freedom 

before marriage with nostalgia at this time of year. A whole genre of 

songs, called ritu raiõ, celebrates this time of year (Pàõóey 1962: 

130-3, texts on pp. 356-62). 

Throughout this month, as in the month of Bhadõ, young wives 

take baskets of food and fruits to their natal families; this practice, 

like the baskets themselves, is called àv. 

Cait marks the beginning of the wheat harvest. The first fruits of 

the wheat (navan) are presented in the temple of Bhumiyà, the god of 

the village lands. This ceremony will be repeated with the rice harvest 

in Asºj. It is also the month in which the upland paddy and jhuïur 

millet are sown. 

The spring and flower associations of Cait are expressed in the 

solar festival of Phul Dhoi “Flowers on the Threshold”, which takes 

place on the first day of solar Cait.4 Early in the morning the mother 

of each house puts a fresh coat of cowdung on the threshold. Later in 

the morning children go from house to house with brass plates filled 

with flowers and rice sprinkled with red powder (pithy«). The 

children bang on each door and when it is opened they throw flowers 

and a handful of rice on the threshold (dhoi). Those who know it sing 

the following ditty: 
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phul dheli, cammà cheli, 

daino dvàr, bhar bhakàr, 

tvi deli saÒ namaskàr. 

 

Flowers on the threshold,  

mustard flowers in the door, full granaries,  

a hundred greetings to you. 

 

The householder gives the children a little money and some unrefined 

sugar. 

In the lunar system, which, as I have noted, is associated primarily 

with orthodox Hindu practice, the beginning of Cait marks the climax 

of the pan-Hindu Holã season, which has been running through much 

of the previous month of Phàgun. This will be discussed along with 

the rest of Holã under the month of Phàgun below.    

Cait 2:1-9, the first nine days of the bright half, i.e., following the 

new moon, are called Naurt (Sanskrit Navaràtri “Nine Nights”) and 

are particularly sacred to the Goddess, Devã or Durgà. This period is 

considered an especially good one for séances of divine possession 

(jàgar), whether in the home or the village temple. It is common for 

men to sit in the dhuni, the village temple dedicated to the regional 

gods, for the entire nine nights, with jàgars occurring on the fifth and 

ninth nights (see Leavitt 1997, Krengel 1999). 

The last day of Naurt, Cait 2:9, is Ràm Nàvamã, Ràm’s Ninth, 

sacred to the Hindu god Ràm. This is not observed in village temples 

or houses, but a major fair is held on this day at Jattà, near 

Mukte÷var south of Kuñauli. 

In Baisàkh (Sanskrit Vaisàkha), April-May, the weather starts 

getting hot and dusty. The wheat harvest is finished; the fields are 

burnt over for planting millet and pulses. 
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The first day of solar Baisàkh, in mid-April, is Bisu Tyàr, the 

Poison Festival. This is a day on which young wives go back to their 

natal homes bearing foods. The name of the day refers to a practice, 

now abandoned (in Kuñauli, at least), of holding hot iron rods close 

to the chests of children to drive out poison.5
 

In the lunar calendar, the full moon at the end of Baisàkh is Budh 

Purõimà, when Brahmans do the satyanàràyaõ pàñh, the ritual reci-

tation dedicated to Lord Viùõu. 

The month of J¹ñh (Sanskrit Jyeùñha), May-June, lacks major 

festivals but is strongly marked seasonally, since it is the month of the 

most extreme heat. Throughout J¹ñh the heat continues to build, the 

land continues to dry out. The dust of J¹ñh (j¹ñhak dhål) is 

proverbial. The landscape gets browner and browner; vegetation 

becomes sparse, and it is difficult to travel for the heat and dust. In 

the river valleys, this is the month for the initial planting of wet rice, 

which will be transplanted in the month of Sauõ.  By the end of J¹ñh, 

people are suffering. 

Asàç (Sanskrit Asàóha), June-July, begins with this heat and 

brings in the rains. In 1981 the rains were relatively late. The land 

kept getting browner and dustier; the air was full of haze; and people 

started getting nervous about the crops. One old lady jokingly – I trust 

– said that we, the visiting foreigners, were preventing the rain from 

coming.      
The rains did come, thank Heaven, and with them the rice and 

millet fields started to sprout. With the first heavy rains, everything 

changes from one day to the next. The semi-arid landscape turns into 

a muddy one in a few days. The grim brown of the hills is 

transformed to a pale green of new grass, and the more deep and 

brilliant green of the young rice takes over the fields. Caumàs, the 

rainy season, has begun. 

It is not only the vegetation that comes back to life with the first 

rains. I could describe my own experience of the horrors of the onset 
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of Caumàs with some passion, involving as it did the most intimate 

association with bedbugs, fleas, leeches, and the hatching of a myriad  

flying things in unexpected places. But since we have a Kumaoni 

document on the subject, I will instead cite the “Praise of the Rainy 

Season” (Caturmàsa-Mahimà) by the still-popular Kumaoni poet 

Gaurdà (Gaurã Datt Pàõóe, 1872-1939). I translate the text (original 

in C. C. Pàõóe 1965: 140-4): 

 

Hear, men and women, the tale of Caumàs,  

The entertainments of these months: 

 

Fleas, bedbugs, mosquitoes, spiders – 

Some are red and some brown – 

 

All night long they keep me awake, 

Even sitting up they keep biting me. 

 

In quilts, in cots, in holes, covering the walls, 

They have become incarnate [autàr] all through the world. 

 

The brown ones are even worse than the red ones, 

Since they’re the ones who suck the body’s blood. 

 

Even if the Lord himself appeared, 

Even he could not defeat these demons. 

 

This season Red and Brown Bedbug are king. 

Honorable Spider, Mosquito, and Flea are their chief ministers.  

 

The lunar date of Asàç 2:11 is Hari÷ayanã Ekada÷ã, the day Lord 

Viùõu (Hari) goes to sleep, leaving the world to Lord øiva and his 

demonic followers. This is a date noted in the manuals and known to 

Brahman priests, but not to most Kuñauli villagers, who are in 
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general little interested in Viùõu as such, seeing his avatars of Ràm 

and      Kçùõa as distinct and separate divinities. But the date 

expresses a sense that Kumaoni villagers share that from the 

upcoming summer solstice on, the year is on the wane. 

The month of Sauõ (Sanskrit øràvaõa), July-August, is the height 

of the rainy season. For the orthodox it is particularly sacred to Lord 

øiva, and øiv’s gaõ, his mob of demonic followers, is said to be 

abroad in Sauõ and the following month of Bhàdõ.  Sauõ is also the 

month the sun turns south (dakùiõain) and days start to get shorter. 

This adds to its rather sinister flavour. 

Sauõ is the month of the cucumber harvest. The first fruit of each 

house is offered in the dhuõi temple. Early in the morning the child-

ren take a cucumber to the dhuõi, cut it up, throw some pieces into 

the sanctum of the god Saim, and eat the rest. This is the only fruit 

offered at the temple by people other than those in the orchard 

business. 

One of the most important Sauõ activities is the weeding of the 

millet crop on the upland fields (maóu goçai). This requires the 

participation of the entire community, and it is often accompanied by 

the chanting of heroic ballads by a local bard. This performance, 

called huçki baul, has already taken place in lower-lying areas, in 

river valleys, to accompany the transplanting of the wet rice (ropai). 

But Kuñauli and its immediate vicinity, as mentioned above, has only 

dry rice farming. 

For huçki baul, the women of the village and sometimes of neigh-

bouring villages get together to weed the fields of one household. 

This service rotates from household to household until all the fields 

are done. The host household hires a huçki, a local bard who plays the 

huçak, the hourglass-shaped drum, to perform the baul.6 
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I was able to witness huçki baul on two occasions, once in wet 

rice, once in dry millet weeding near Kuñauli. But at the time of my 

research, baul had just about died out in Kuñauli. This was generally 

attributed to a decrease in communal love (pr¹m), so that different 

households no longer wished to get together in a common endeavour. 

baul was, however, still practised in the neighbouring areas, but even 

there its continuance was threatened by the widespread replacement 

of millet, a crop for household consumption, with cash crops of soy-

beans. Soybeans are not able to withstand the hard hoeing that millet 

requires and which provides the occasion for huçki baul in the 

uplands. I therefore sponsored a one-day baul session with my own 

funds, and it is on this day’s work that most of the following is based. 

On the first day of baul, early in the morning, a goat is sacrificed, 

to be divided among the households participating. The host family 

provides a midday meal and several tea snacks through the day. The 

women all form a row at one end of the field, then, as the bard begins 

to sing and drum, all bend over and move forward together, hoeing 

the field with quick jerky movements, covering the ground with 

remarkable speed. The bard, dressed in clean clothes and a white 

turban, dances backwards before them, singing and drumming. 

People say that baul is performed to entertain and encourage the 

women in this hot and exhausting work. The bard’s programme 

begins and ends with a song of invitation and praise to Bhumiyà 

Ràjà, the Lord of the village’s lands. The bard sings songs of various 

kinds, the bulk of them devoted to tales of legendary Kumaoni 

heroes, paik, such as the five Baphaul brothers (Leavitt 1995). This is 

the main occasion for the recitation of these legends. The bard also 

performs popular and humorous songs, some of them at the women’s 

request. 

The whole solar month of Sauõ, like the month of Pus at the other 

end of the year, is an extremely auspicious one for dealings with the 

regional gods. It is a good time for holding jàgars, for sitting in the 
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dhuõi, and especially for the commitment of Baisi, Twenty-Two, 

sitting in the dhuõi temple for twenty-two days. 

The first day of solar Sauõ, falling in mid-July toward the middle 

of the rainy season, is considered by Hindus to be the summer 

solstice. In Kumaon it is celebrated as the festival of Haryàv 

“Greenery”. It marks both the return of green to the hills, and also the 

marriage of øiva and the Goddess.7 

The main activity for Haryàv is the growing of what the Greeks 

(Frazer 1914a: 1.236-59) called Gardens of Adonis, little pots of earth 

with grain sprouting in them. Ten days before the solstice day, every 

household takes two cooking pots, fills them with earth, and in them 

plants seeds of the rainy season grains – rice, maize, oilseed, barley. 

The pots are kept in a dark corner and watered regularly. Growing in 

the dark, these little gardens sprout translucent, pale yellow shoots. 

On the night before Haryàv, the last night of solar Asàç, the 

household gathers and these little gardens are hoed. The gardens are 

given a ñikà with a dot of red powder on the shoots, just as the priest 

puts red powder on someone’s forehead as an auspicious sign at the 

end of a påjà. A bunch of twigs of the sudh (pure) pàÑ plant 

(Prunus puddum, the wild cherry, according to Atkinson 1882: 712) 

is put in the Haryàv pot along with a pomegranate. In many villages, 

although not in Kuñauli, the women of the house make dikàr, clay 

images of øiva, Pàrvatã, and Gane÷a. Finally, everyone receives a 

ñikà with rice. 

The next morning, about 6 am, the mother of the house puts a 

fresh layer of cowdung on the floor. She lays some leaves, said to be 

from rose plants, on the threshold. The entire household bathes. The 

purohit, the family priest, arrives to cut the shoots. He does so in a 

little ceremony in the sitting room of the house (càkh), cutting the 

shoots of both pots with a sickle and putting some from one of the 

pots on each person’s head. The other shoots are laid on a brass plate 

with the usual paraphernalia of offerings. The purohit chants mantras 
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of blessing in Sanskrit. He gives a ñikà to the earth and waves a lamp 

(àrati) to honour the Haryàv pot. The father of the house brings a 

plate full of flour as ritual payment (dàchin), and the purohit departs. 

The children of the house then take the brass plates with shoots 

from the second pot and go to put some shoots in each of the village 

temples. They first draw water from the spring, then circumambulate 

the village going from temple to temple. At the spring itself and at 

each temple they offer water, red powder, rice, some shoots, and 

incense. They end up back at home and follow the same procedure in 

the house temple. Everyone gets a sweet. The children then put the 

first Haryàv pot up on the roofbeam of the house. Later in the day, the 

second pot will be put on top of the dhuõi temple. 

I was told that the little planting at Haryàv is done in comme-

moration of satjug (Sanskrit satyayuga), the Age of Truth. In those 

remote and happy days, farming could be done inside the house, since 

a single grain of rice in a pot would feed any number of people. But 

one day a wife’s brother came to visit a certain family. The wife, 

eager to please him, put two grains of rice in the pot. The two grains 

didn’t do anything. So she asked the cow – an extremely intelligent, 

knowledgeable animal, not to mention beautiful – and the cow told 

her that she had made a great mistake in putting two grains in the pot 

instead of one, and from now on would need to use much more rice – 

say an acorn-cap full. As time went on and the ages got worse, the 

amount of rice required to fill the pot kept increasing, until we now 

have our current unfortunate situation. 

Everyone is supposed to have shoots on their heads on Haryàv. 

Two years after I left India, I received some shoots from Kuñauli 

enclosed in a summer letter. 

From Haryàv, the summer solstice, to Uttaraiõi, the winter 

solstice, the year is felt to be waning as the sun moves toward the 

south, the days get shorter and nights longer. 

In the lunar year, the full moon at the end of Sauõ is the festival of 

Rakhibàdan (Sanskrit Rakùabandhana) “Tying Protection”, when sis-

ters tie protective threads onto their brothers’ wrists. Married sisters 
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either return to their natal homes or send the threads with someone 

who is going in that direction. The men wear the threads until they 

fall apart. 

This is also the day men change their sacred threads (janeu). And 

it is also the day of the great fair and bagvài, rock-throwing, at the 

town of Devã Dhurà.8
 

Bhàdõ (Sanskrit Bhadrapàda), August-September, is another rainy 

month, with the rains tapering off toward the end. It is considered a 

black month (kàv mhaiõ) – one unsuitable for weddings, ceremonial 

readings of sacred works, and other auspicious activities. Bhàdõ is 

such an inauspicious month that even its name is not supposed to be 

mentioned. 

The upland rice is harvested in Bhàdõ or Asºj, and the lowland 

rice soon after it. 

The first day of solar Bhàdõ is Ogi Sàkyàn, the sàkyàn of Offer-

ings. This was formerly the day for making offerings of grain and 

fruits (ogi, more formally olgiyà) to the village headman (padhàn) 

and is still a day for married daughters to bring offerings of food back 

to their natal homes. The festival features the many vegetables that 

are ripe at this time, which are offered to family and friends. At dusk 

on this day a special meal is prepared, featuring gab, the fried leaves 

of the taro plant. In return for the ogi brought by their sisters, brothers 

give their sisters money called dàchin (Sanskrit dakùiõà), the same 

word used for the purohit’s honorarium. Everyone is supposed to eat 

some clarified butter on this day, which gives it the name ghã 

saïkrànt. All through this month, young wives continue to go back to 

their natal homes bearing great baskets of food (also called ogi).9 

In the lunar year, Bhàdõ 1:8 is Kçùõa Janmàùñamã, Kçùõa’s 

Birth-day Eighth, celebrated throughout the Hindu world. In Kuñauli 

it is mainly observed in Brahman villages. In the village of Såõ, the 
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Brahmans paint pictures of Kçùõa on their walls; households in all 

villages buy printed paññà, complicated pictures showing incidents 

in the life of Kçùõa, and put them on the walls. 

Bhàdõ 2:6-8 are the days of the Nandà Devã Fair held in the 

cities of Almora and Nainital. During these three nights a group of 

Silpkàrs, members of the lowest craftsman castes, sing the Nandà 

Devã jàgar, which tells how Nandà, the patron goddess of the 

Kingdom of Kumaon, was brought to Kumaon from the neighbouring 

kingdom of Garhwal. The last of these days is Nandàùñamã, 

Nandà’s Eighth. A special worship service (påjà) is performed this 

day in the goddess’s temples in both cities. The current king of 

Kumaon or a member of the royal family presides at the Almora 

påjà. At the conclusion of the påjà, well after dark, a large number of 

goats are sacrificed, and in Almora the climax of the ceremony is the 

sacrifice of a male buffalo, something now prohibited in Nainital. 

This sacrifice is described as being either to the Goddess herself, or, 

by the more orthodox, to pacify her great gaõ, her crowd of demonic 

followers (for a detailed description and analysis of this festival, see 

Quayle 1981). 

Asºj (Sanskrit â÷vina), September-October, is the first auspicious 

month of the rice harvest. The first fruits (navan) of the rice, along 

with wheat held over from the spring harvest, are offered in the 

temple of Bhumiyà. 

The first day of solar Asºj is Khataçuvà, a festival marking the 

end of the rains and the beginning of the cold season and the rice 

harvest.10 I heard two independent, but not mutually exclusive, expla-

nations for this festival’s name. One story has it that the name comes 

from khataç “thick quilt”, since on this day everyone adds an extra 

quilt to their beds. The most common tale, however, is that the 

festival commemorates an ancient war between Kumaon and the 
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neighbouring kingdom of Garhwal. According to one version, Gày 

(“Cow”) was the king of Kumaon; Khataçi Jàt or Khataçuvà was the 

general in charge of the Garhwal forces; some say he was the king of 

Garhwal. Kumaon won the battle, and the Garhwal forces fled away 

to the west. Whence the following ÷lok, recited during the ceremony: 

gày ki jãt!  khataçuvà ki hàr! 

marà khataçuvà gvatte càr. 

làg jà khataçuvà dhàre dhàr. 

 

Victory to the cow!  Destruction to Khataçuvà! 

Khataçuvà was beaten after four mouthfuls. 

Khataçuvà ran away from mountain ridge to ridge. 

 

To convey the glad tidings back to Kumaon, the king ordered bon-

fires to be built on the hilltops. The bonfires remain a central part of 

the Khataçuvà ceremony. 

At sundown on Khataçuvà day, the cattle in the gºñh, the 

basement where livestock sleep under the house, are given an 

especially good feed.  A fire is lit in the gºñh, then brought out to the 

road on a torch. Heaps of wood and dry pine needles with flowers on 

top of them have been built on the cow track (as distinct from the 

wider road people usually use); these are lit at dusk to create a string 

of bonfires in each village, fires that can be seen glittering across the 

landscape. After dark everyone gathers out on the road. Sticks with 

flowers tied on them, representing Khataçuvà himself, are thrown 

into the flames. The children jump over the bonfires crying, bhàlà 

khataçuvà! and the verses recorded above. Everybody eats 

cucumbers, which are consi-dered a fruit in Kumaon, and which are 
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far larger and sweeter than North American ones. If it rains that day it 

is considered a sign that Cow has won; otherwise, Cow has lost. 

No påjàs are done for Khataçuvà; it does not celebrate a divinity, 

but commemorates a “war of independence” (svatantra laçàã), as 

one informant, something of a wiseguy, put it. 

The whole of the dark half of lunar Asºj is pitçpakù, the fortnight 

of the ancestors, and is devoted to saràdh (Sanskrit ÷ràddha) cere-

monies for the maintenance of one’s deceased forefathers. This set of 

rituals is carried out in rural Kumaon under the supervision of 

Brahman priests and pretty much as laid down in the priests’ 

manuals. During the entire period people fast, avoiding hot foods and 

grains. Asºj 1:8 is àstik day, when saràdh is performed for one’s 

father under certain conditions (see Atkinson 1884: 853); 1:9 is 

anàstik day, for female ancestors; and 1:15, the new moon night, is 

the saràdh for the ancestors in general, and for those who have died 

violently or by poison. One usually does the saràdh for one’s own 

father on the same tithi as that on which his death occurred – so if he 

died on Cait 2:6, saràdh is performed on the sixth day of pitçpak÷.  

On each of the special days for saràdh the Sanskrit ceremony is 

performed, and balls of rice (piõó) are made for the ancestors. These 

are then fed to the household’s cows. 

The place of saràdh in the annual cycle illustrates the broader 

point of what seems to be the ultimate dominance of that cycle over 

other ritual cycles, notably the life cycle, in Kumaoni and perhaps 

more broadly in Hindu culture. At the end of the life cycle, after a 

person’s death, the sequence of saràdh observances serves to shift the 

deceased’s own life cycle gradually over into the annual cycle. The 

ceremony for one’s father, as we have seen, is performed on the same 

day-number as that of his actual death, but always in the dark half of 

Asºj. This ceremony thus belongs both to the life cycle of a particular 
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deceased, since it commemorates his own day of death, and to the 

annual cycle that is shared by all, since he is remembered in the dark 

half of Asºj with all the other ancestors. The commemorative services 

for other lineal ancestors for three generations back are always 

celebrated on particular days of the fortnight. They thus mark only 

the relationship, not anything distinctive about the deceased. The rest 

of the ancestors are treated as a mass, receiving undifferentiated 

homage. They are called the pitçgaõ, the “mob” or “crowd” of 

fathers. We have seen that the word gaõ is also used to designate 

øiva’s or the Goddess’s undifferentiated mass of demon followers; it 

is also used for the tough gang of bodyguards around a politician, or 

the mass of the Three Hundred and Thirty Million Gods. This passage 

from a well-remembered, marked individual to a general mass of 

ancestors is accomplished through a step-by-step shift from an event 

in the life cycle to a ritual that is purely part of the annual cycle. The 

moment the fathers cease to be distinguished, they have become part 

of the circling year; their deaths are no longer particular deaths, but a 

collective, repeating occasion. 

pitçpakù  is a sombre time, and no subh kàm, no auspicious 

works, may be performed during it, including jàgars. 

The quiet and serious dark half of Asºj is followed by a fortnight 

of major ritual activity. The first nine nights of the bright half are the 

Asºj Naurt, echoing the spring Naurt that took place in Cait. The Nine 

Nights of Asºj are extremely auspicious and a very good time for 

religious works. In the cities, in the nearby town of Mukte÷var, and 

in some villages in the Kuñauli area, impromptu theatrical groups put 

on more or less elaborate performances of the Ràm Lãlà, the Play of 

Ràm, based on the Ràmàyaõ story as recounted by the sixteenth-

century Hindi poet Tulsã Dàs in his epic Ràmcaritmànas. The play 

can be performed in classical plains style, with the actors panto-
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miming the action while a professional does the singing; or it can be 

done “Pahari style” with the actors themselves doing the singing. 

Kuñauli has put on Ràm Lãlàs in the past, but did not hold one 

during my time there. While the Ràm Lãlà has traditionally been 

done in Hindi, even here in the hills, recently, in more remote areas, 

there has arisen a movement to do the Ràm Lãlà in Kumaoni, and 

Kumaoni-language Ràm Lãlà texts have been published. 

On Asºj 2:5 in 1981, the middle day of Naurt, a public Ràmàyaõ 

reading was arranged by the Brahmans of Satoli. That evening, 

jàgars were held in several villages. This is the kind of auspicious 

activity particularly suited to the period of Naurt. 

Asºj 2:10 is Dassahrà, a day sacred to the Goddess. Women, in 

particular, go to all local temples and offer flowers. Unlike both the 

Indian plains, where Dassahrà is a major festival, and central Nepal, 

where, under the name DasaÑ, it is the major festival of the year, in 

rural Kumaon this is not a terribly important day. 

Kàrttik (Sanskrit Kàrttika), October-November, is the month of 

the millet harvest and of ploughing and planting the winter wheat 

crop. 

The dark half of lunar Kàrttik builds up to the great North Indian 

festival of Divàlã or Dipàvalã, the festival of lamps devoted to the 

goddess Lachami, (Sanskrit Lakùmã), the goddess of prosperity, 

which takes place on the new moon night. Through this period many 

men in Kuñauli spend their time in teastalls gambling with dice or 

cards and drinking. The gambling is presumably related to the role of 

Lachami as bringer of wealth. 

In the standard iconography, Lachami is portrayed with her hands 

open, pouring out gold pieces. During the days before Divàlã, women 

make “Lachami’s footsteps” by dipping the side of the hand in white 

rice paste and applying it to a red earth base, then adding the god-
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dess’s toeprints with the fingertips. In the merchant homes of the 

cities these footprints lead in from the street, since wealth comes from 

outside the house. In the villages, Lachami’s footsteps start from the 

threshing-hole in the middle of the courtyard, and lead from there into 

the house. The message is evidently that prosperity equals grain, 

particularly rice. We have seen already that the festival of Haryàv, on 

the other side of the year in the rainy season, celebrates the planting 

of the rice and does so by commemorating a story of former endless 

abundance – of rice – and subsequent privation. There are other 

stories that use rice to indicate abundance. In all these cases rice, 

rather than other grains or other things, is used as a symbol for raising 

issues of abundance and privation. The stories, and the use of the 

threshing-hole for Divàlã, suggest that rice may be particularly suited 

for this symbolic use because of the relatively high amount of labour 

required to prepare it for eating. Rice is also the grain offered to 

divinities – and only threshed but unbroken grains may be so offered. 

On Divàlã night itself, small clay lamps twinkle in most houses, 

welcoming the goddess. In the city of Nainital, thousands of lamps 

are floated on the lake around which the city is built. 

The orthodox in the cities say that Kàrttik is particularly sacred to 

Viùõu, and that Divàlã is the night Viùõu spends with his wife 

Lakùmã. Kàrttik 2:11 is Haribodhini Ekada÷ã, the Eleventh of 

Viùõu’s Awakening. In the classical system, this awakening ends the 

chaotic period of caumàs, the “four months” of the rains, which 

started in Asàç. But this set of representations really fits plains 

conditions better than those of the hills. In the hills the period of real 

cold and hardship is just coming on at this time; and in Kuñauli the 

reversal of the sad season only occurs with the sun’s return toward 

the north starting on the first day of solar Màgh (uttaraiõi). 

Màïsir (Sanskrit Màrga÷ãrùa), November-December, is a transi-

tional month from the cool autumn into the much colder winter. This 
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is the time whole villages would traditionally migrate to the bhàbar 

with their cattle. 

In 1981, the full moon at the end of lunar Màïsir (December 11) 

coincided with the twenty-second day after a baby’s birth in the low-

caste village of Diyàçi; this was felt to be an ideal day for holding a 

jàgar for the baby’s benefit. 

Solar Pus (Sanskrit Pauùa), December-January, like Sauõ, is an 

extremely auspicious month for sitting in the dhuõi temple for 

twenty-two days. This is connected with the extremes of weather in 

these two months: the devotees sitting in the dhuõi, wearing only 

dhotis, eating only once a day and bathing twice a day, must stand the 

hot, wet, muddy weather of Sauõ, then the miserable cold of Pus. In 

Kuñauli, neither solar nor lunar Pus is the occasion for other 

important festivities. 

Màgh (Sanskrit Màgha), January-February, is one of the coldest 

months of the year. Its frosts, màghak tusàr, are proverbial. By Màgh 

there is no fruit left, and very little in the way of vegetables can be 

found. 

The first day of solar Màgh, marking the winter solstice and the 

coldest time of the year, is Uttaraiõi, “Going toward the North”, the 

day the sun is said to change direction and start to return north. Every 

twelve years this is the occasion of the Kumbh Melà at Allahabad in 

the U.P. plains, where the Ganges and Yamuna rivers come together, 

and at the holy city of Hardwar, where the Ganges emerges from the 

Himalayas into the plain. In Kumaon, an important fair is held on this 

day every year around the temple of øiva at Bàge÷var. 

In Kuñauli, women and children rise very early on Uttaraiõi, at 

brahma muhurt, about 4 am, and bathe at the spring. Men bathe at 

home. The mother of the house then replasters the floors of the entire 
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house with fresh cowdung. Special festal foods are made on this day. 

In the afternoon, mothers mix a thick molasses dough and make this 

into little circles with twisted ends. These are called ghugut “doves”. 

They are dried in the sun, then deep-fried in oil, making a hard mildly 

sweet biscuit. Besides this shape, others are made as well, 

representing animals and objects. The ghugut are strung on threads 

and worn around children’s necks. 

The next day, the second day of solar Màgh, is Ghugutiyà, the 

Dove Festival. At daybreak, children take the ghuguts up onto the 

rooftops and around the edges of the villages and cry, khà le kavà 

“Come and eat, crow!” The crows, hungry by this time in the winter, 

come and eat the ghuguts. It is a very good thing if a lot of crows 

come, even though ordinarily the crow is a bird of ill omen, its harsh 

cry contrasted to the beautiful voice of the cuckoo (kapu). People eat 

the ghuguts as well. Since they were fried in butter, they are 

considered rich food appropriate to the cold weather. 

The children cry to the crows: 

 

khà le, khà le ghuguti! 

le, kauv, baç.  makaÓ di jà sunu ghvaç. 

le, kauv, khir, itai huri phir. 

le, kauv, lagaç.  makaÓ di jà bhai baiõi dagaç. 

 

Come eat, come eat ghugutis!     

Crow, take a cake. Give me a golden horse. 

Crow, take some rice pudding. Hurry by here. 

Crow, take some frybread. Give me little brothers and sisters                    

too. 

 

Boys cry, “Crow, take a banana. Give me a very fine bride.” (le, kauv, 

kyauli. makaÓ di jà bhali bhali bhyauli.), and girls, correspondingly, 

ask for a very fine husband (bhal bhal bhyauv). 

This is a merry holiday, and for children in the villages 

Ghugutiyà, rather than the more urban festival of Divàlã, is the most 
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important festival of the year. B. D. Pàõóe (1937: 690) writes that 

“[Ghugutiyà] is understood to be an ancient local festival.”11
 

The fifth of the bright half of lunar Màgh is Basant Pa¤camã, 

Spring Fifth. On this day those who observe the festival dye handker-

chiefs, saris, and caps yellow with turmeric and give them to each 

other in honour of the spring. In the villages this custom is followed 

by some people, but it is not accompanied by collective activity. 

Arriving at the end of January, when it is still very cold in the hills, 

Basant Pa¤camã marks the possibility more than the actuality of 

spring.12 

By the month of Phàgun (Sanskrit Phàlguna), February-March, it 

should have stopped snowing, and spring is felt to be on the way. 

Lunar Phàgun 1:14, the night of the thin crescent moon just before 

the dark of the new moon, is øivràtrã, the Night of øiva. On this day 

people gather at temples of øiva – especially the great temple at 

Jage÷var – and stay up all night singing Hindi religious songs. 

These bhajans and kãrtans are imports within living memory and are 

the same ones that can be heard on the radio. At the time of brahma 

muhurt, the people bathe. The next day is spent fasting (phalahàr, no 

grains, only fruit and milk) and smoking and drinking various forms 

of the hemp plant (attar, i.e., hashish, and bhàï), considered the 

prasàd of Lord øiva, since it is cooling and aids his meditations. 

Holã, the main lunar spring festival, starts in earnest on Phàgun 

2:8 and ends on the last day of the month, the chalari day, the day of 

throwing colour. Holã is primarily associated with Lord Kçùõa; it 

cele-brates his killing of the demoness Holikà. Holikà had poisoned 

milk in her breasts and tried to kill Baby Kçùõa by nursing him. But 

little Kçùõa sucked so hard that he killed her instead.13 
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In Kuñauli, it is the young Brahman men of Satoli village who are 

the active agents for Holã. They gather in the dhuõi a few days after 

øivràtrã to plan the Holã program. The group first holds a baiñhak 

holi “sitting Holã” in the temple itself, sitting and singing songs to 

Lord Kçùõa. This is followed by calte Holã “moving Holã”, which 

starts on Phàgun 2:11. The group moves from house to house, village 

to village, up to and including the full moon night. Most of the young 

men dress in white; all smoke attar and act like buffoons. At each 

house they sing and dance around and around the courtyard in a 

circle, with one playing the óhºl, the big cylindrical drum, in the 

middle. The atmosphere is inebriating: the songs have a wonderful 

rhythm and catchy tunes. The songs are in Hindi, and are published in 

pamphlet form in hill cities. After about an hour of dancing, there is a 

rest and the master of the house distributes tea, breaks up a lump of 

unrefined sugar, and sometimes serves àlu gutka, a spiced potato 

snack. Everyone gives and receives blessing in the form of vermilion 

marks on the forehead (ñikà). The householder is asked for money to 

help finance the feast to be held on ñikà day, Cait 1:2 – the amount 

he gives is usually too little, and a mocking song is sung demanding 

more. After the money has been worked out, the Holã singers ask 

formulaically that no offense be taken, since none was meant (naràj 

jhan hayà “Let there not be anger”). The group then sings a song of 

blessing for the household, in Kumaoni, with the refrain gàº, kh¹lº, 

d¹º asãsà “Sing, play, give blessing”. This whole performance is 

called holi khelaõ “playing Holã”. 

By full-moon day, the group of merrymakers has swelled to some 

fifty people, and one can hear the boom of the drum and the singers’ 

voices from a great distance. After a full day of singing, dancing, 

eating, and smoking, the group returns to the Satoli dhuõi temple and 
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spends the night there singing around a great fire identified as the 

dahan, the Holã fire, rather than the usual dhuõi fire. At brahma 

muhurt, an image of the demoness Holikà made out of grass and 

wood is thrown into the fire. 

The next morning, Cait 1:1, is Chalari, the time of throwing 

colour. The lads move rapidly from village to village, throwing red 

and green powder over each other and over those whom they visit. On 

this day an elder brother’s wife (bauji) will try to catch her husband’s 

younger brother (devar) and smear his face with black grease from 

the bread-making pan. This is a prime expression of the joking 

relationship that exists between these two. 

At noon the group goes to a sacred spring to bathe – in Kuñauli, 

the spring of the øiva temple at Ringarau. This marks the end of the 

festivities. The group breaks up and everyone goes home to rest. 

The next day, Cait 1:2, is òikà day. Feasts (bhanàr) are organised 

in honour of the Goddess. påjà is done at her temple, where a Brah-

man priest chants the Durgà Sapta÷atã, the most commonly used 

Sanskrit text in praise of the Goddess. 

And now it is spring again and time for throwing flowers on the 

threshold. 

 

 

TWO CALENDARS, TWO SERIES OF FESTIVALS 

 

Here I have presented the solar and lunar dates concurrently, as they 

are empirically experienced through the lived year. What this method 

of presentation blurs is the relative coherence of each of these con-

current “years” on its own. This emerges sharply if the two series of 

solar and lunar festivals are set off against each other as wholes. 

We have seen that most ethnographers who have worked in the 

North Indian plain present the year as primarily lunar, with the solar 

calendar determining only a festival or two tucked in here and there. 

This is equally the case for reports from the more Sanskritised parts 

of the Himalayas (e.g., Gaborieau 1982 for Nepal). Mary Slusser’s 
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presentation may be taken as paradigmatic: “In modern Nepal, the 

two calendrical systems [lunar and solar] are used side by side.  

Essentially, the lunar one governs ceremonial life, the solar one, 

secular. However, certain solar days are also of considerable cere-

monial significance ...  Farmers, priests, temple guardians, and all 

those persons primarily oriented toward traditional Nepali culture 

would tend to cite a lunar date; the less traditional sector, the solar 

one.” (Slusser 1982: 1.384). 

In Kumaon, on the contrary, many solar festivals appear to be very 

much a part of traditional life. As we have seen, the first description 

of the Kumaoni year by a Western scholar, that of E. R. Atkinson, 

published in 1884, presented the year as made up of two distinct 

calendars, one lunar, one purely solar, which run along together, and 

to which Atkinson gave equal weight. Atkinson was not being 

perverse in presenting the Kumaoni year as a redoubled one: in 

Kumaon, as he pointed out, 1) festivals of the two cycles are deter-

mined by different principles – something that is proved by the 

possibility and common occurrence of a lunar and a solar festival 

falling on the same day without any sense of confusion, contradiction, 

or blending of the two; and 2) solar and lunar festivals are different 

not only in method of dating, but in kind. This situation, I think, is 

highly significant, and can tell us a good deal about the distinc-

tiveness of Kumaon as a regional civilisation (Leavitt 1992: 21-5). 

You remember that the lunar year is the one associated with 

classical Hindu practice. In fact, the festivals of the lunar year that are 

celebrated in Kuñauli refer either to the gods of the classical Hindu 

pantheon (øiv, Kçùõa, Ràm, Devã) or to the highly Sanskritised life 

cycle ritual, as in the connection of Ràkhibandan with the sacred 

thread, of pitçpakù‚ with saràdh. The only apparent exception to this 

highly orthodox orientation is the spring festival of Basant Pa¤cami, 

which will be discussed below. The references to the great Hindu 

universe in the festivals of the lunar year have tremendous synthetic 

power. Through them, the lunar festivals tie their celebrants in, on a 

regular and repeating basis, with the greater Hindu cosmos, an 

ordered whole. They link people’s daily and seasonal practice into a 
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universal pattern in which the gods and each human being have their 

place. 

As against the vast orienting field of the lunar year, the festivals of 

the solar year refer primarily to regional reality and legend – 

Himalayan seasons and agricultural practices, regional history as in 

Khataçuvà, local social patterns as in Ogi. The activities that mark 

these festivals are closely related to the highland ecology of the 

region. Some of them are primarily expressive or iconic of the 

season: this is the case of the scattering of flowers at the coming of 

spring, or the growing of shoots in the rainy season. Others are 

transformative of the situation, as when cows, who suffer greatly in 

winter, are celebrated at the beginning of the cold weather (at 

Khataçuvà) and well fed in the middle of it, or the feeding of the 

crows at midwinter (at Ghugutiyà). 

That the solar festivals form a series linked primarily to local 

seasons and realities, as opposed to the lunar festivals’ connections 

with plains seasons and with the great Hindu gods, would seem to be 

the result of a historical process whereby an orthodox Hindu set of 

representations and practices has come to encompass those of the 

hills. This claim can be clarified by a comparison of the Kumaoni 

festal calendar with calendars from the plains. 

The Gangetic plain is an area that has undergone far more 

thorough Sanskritisation than has Kumaon, and which shows a con-

comitantly greater use of the lunar as opposed to the solar calendar: in 

plains villages the lunar calendar appears to be dominant to the point 

that the very existence of a solar calendar as such is unclear. Wadley, 

for instance, says simply that “the calendrical system used by Hindus 

is lunar” (1975: 210). The Freeds, in an introductory essay on 

calendars in North India, see the solar calendar not as an autonomous 

system but simply as defining “elements” of the lunar one (1964: 72). 

Their only discussion of the solar calendar as an autonomous system 

gives the impression that it was introduced into the village as the 

Indian National Calendar – in 1957-1958. This devaluing of the solar 

calendar would appear not to be an oversight but a reflection of its 

relative lack of importance in villages of western Uttar Pradesh, a 

region that forms “the heartland of Aryan settlement” and which 
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“must have been subjected to constant Sanskritisation over a period 

of about three thousand years” (Marriott 1955a: 193). The prepon-

derance of the lunar system in the plains among all strata of the 

population is shown by the fact that here the names of the lunar days 

are all what linguists call tadbhava words, indicating long local use:  

dåj for the Sanskrit dvitiyà, tãj for tçtiyà, etc. (full list in Wadley 

1975: 209). 

The Kumaon festival calendar presents a very different picture. 

Here there is something like a balance between lunar and solar 

festivals, the former clearly geared into the orthodox Hindu system, 

the latter much less so. Atkinson read this difference as meaning that 

the solar festivals are the indigenous festivals of the hills, and that for 

most rural Kumaonis the lunar festivals are a relatively recent over-

lay. The series of solar festivals seems important and distinctive 

enough to induce him to write in terms of distinct lunar and solar 

years running concurrently, as opposed to Wadley’s lunar year, or the 

Freeds’ “solar elements” in a lunar year. 

The kind of separatist approach that Atkinson advocated in the 

1880s is out of fashion today, yet it has a great deal of merit. The 

lunar festivals celebrated in Kuñauli are in fact either relatively recent 

imports or are primarily urban festivals that have been “leaking out” 

into the countryside over the decades. There are very different levels 

of Sanskritisation in Kuñauli, as in Kumaon in general: on the regio-

nal level, cities are far more Sanskritised than villages; on the local 

level, the Brahmans of Såõ village, with their elaborate celebrations 

of Divàlã and Kçùõa Janmàùñami, are more Sanskritised than their 

Warrior- and Craftsmen-caste neighbours. While there is a great deal 

of common influence among these groups, one can sort out the levels 

of Sanskritisation to some extent, and such a sorting shows the lunar 

festivals to be most strongly associated with the more Sanskritised 

elements of the community or the region. While the Sanskrit terms 

for the lunar days have been replaced by tadbhava forms in the 

plains, this has not happened in the hills, where the Sanskrit terms 

still keep their Sanskrit tatsama forms – and this in spite of the 

Kumaoni genius for shortening and compressing words. This preser-
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vation of the Sanskrit form of a word is evidence of relatively recent 

borrowing. 

In contrast to the limited social provenance of the lunar festivals, 

the solar festivals in Kumaon are celebrated by members of all castes 

and villages. They are felt to be particularly Pahari, something 

distinctive to the people of the hills. This sense is reinforced by the 

complete lack of reference to the great Hindu universe in most of the 

solar festivals, which restrict their purview to the Himalayas, to local 

climatic conditions, local history, and local legendry. 

The division between “Great Traditional” lunar festivals and 

“Little Traditional” solar festivals is not, of course, a clean and neat 

one. Most Kumaoni observances of all types contain elements of the 

Sanskritic tradition along with local elements. In the case of the two 

festival series, strikingly overlapping points are the following: 

Basant Pa¤cami, Spring Fifth, while a lunar festival, does not 

refer to the great Hindu universe as such, but only to the season of 

spring. But its location near the beginning of February shows that it 

assumes the ecology and climate of the plains, not those of the hills: 

in the hills, early February is always very cold and often snowbound, 

with no sign of spring. On the other hand, Basant Pa¤cami does, like 

the solar festivals, refer primarily to a season – and this probably 

explains why some Kumaonis list it among the s…kyàns, the solar 

festivals, in spite of its obviously lunar character and name.  

Haryàv, the summer solstice, while a solar festival, is associated 

by Brahmans with the marriage of øiva and the Goddess. In this 

regard the festival has aspects of both series. But we know that, 

uniquely among solar dates, the great Hindu tradition does pay 

attention to the two solstices. 

The other solstice, Uttaraiõi, while by definition solar, is the occa-

sion for major fairs both in Kumaon (Bage÷var) and elsewhere in 

North India (Hardwar, Allahabad). In all other cases, fairs dates are 

determined by the lunar calendar (as in the case of the local fairs that 

take place at Ràm Navami, Ràkhibandan, and Nandàùñami). The 

winter solstice, as we have seen, is an important day throughout 
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North India. In Kumaoni villages, this occasion, important in both 

lunar and solar series, shows a remarkable redoubling of ceremonies: 

on the s…kyàõ day itself there are feasts and fairs, just as in the 

plains; but on the next day comes the ritual of crow-feeding. Now this 

is an activity performed by populations all along the Himalayan 

chain, but apparently little known elsewhere in Hindu South Asia. 

Crows are fed at the winter solstice festival of the Kalash people of 

the Hindu Kush in northern Pakistan, who have been surrounded by 

Muslims for many centuries (Morgenstierne 1973: 36; Loude and 

Lièvre 1984: 310-18); and, according to S. D. Pant (1935: 235), 

similar rites are practiced in Assam, again on the winter solstice day. 

In Nepal, crow-feeding is associated with the days before Divàlã, in 

the lunar cycle (Turner 1931: 286;  Lecomte-Tilouine 1993: 122-3). 

This example provides, I feel, a picture in little of the general 

interactions of local and pan-Hindu traditions in Kumaon. The Sans-

kritic model is encompassing, it takes over the universe as a whole, 

geography as a whole, world history, the great gods, and, in this case, 

the actual s…kyàõ day; but instead of disappearing, the local 

element shifts place, entrenches itself in regional pride, in local 

legend, and, in Kumaon, one day off. 

The calendrical evidence reinforces the sense that Kumaon is the 

meeting-ground of two distinguishable traditions, a place whose 

indigenous tradition, while thoroughly encompassed by the Sanskritic 

universe, maintains a certain autonomy. Rural Kumaon, by the 

evidence we have, has been undergoing only intermittent Sanskriti-

sation over the last thousand years or so, with the great push in the 

last century. Within Kumaon there is evidence for the recent and 

urban nature of lunar, as opposed to solar, ritual. Atkinson, writing in 

the 1880s, is categorical on this point: “The general use of [the solar 

calendar] in Kumaon shows that it is the older of the two amongst the 

native Khasiya population, though now ousted from its position in 

orthodox religious observances ... Generally the festivals of the 

village deities... are regulated by the calendar for the solar year” 

(1884: 846, 869). While he lists many lunar festivals, Atkinson is 

frequently quite explicit that these are celebrated by the orthodox 

urban Brahmans who were his main informants. S. D. Pant, writing in 
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the 1930s entirely about rural life, gives a list of “nature festivals” 

that are all solar except for Basant Pa¤cami. In a rural area in the 

1980s I found festivals of both series being practised together. What 

these sources suggest is that in the Hindu Himalayas, the spreading 

celebration of the lunar festivals is part and parcel of an ongoing 

process of Sanskritisation from city to village, and, within the villa-

ges, from Brahman to non-Brahman. 

Data from other parts of the Himalayas support this view. 

Gaborieau’s (1982) presentation of the calendar used by highly 

Sanskritised Hindus of Central Nepal lists only two saïkrànts, neither 

of which is discussed in any detail. The relatively Sanskritised 

Kangra Rajputs of Himachal Pradesh (Campbell 1976: 37-44) and the 

Giris of Central Nepal (Bouillier 1979: 58-80) celebrate a large num-

ber of lunar festivals and only three saïkrànts.  In a more remote area 

of western Garhwal, we find four major festivals on saïkrànt days 

and seven lunar festivals, including a major one at Divàlã (Berreman 

1963: 388-94; 1972: 123). In the traditional Newar city of Bhaktapur 

in the Nepal Valley, a full and extremely elaborate lunar year is 

accompanied by several-day festivals at Makar Sankrant and at Bisu 

Sankrant, the vernal equinox, one of the most important ritual periods 

of the year (Levy 1990: 464-500). And for the even extremely 

conservative region of Jaunsar Bàvar, only three festivals (or rather 

festival seasons) are reported, all of which are determined according 

to the solar, not the lunar, calendar (Majumdar 1962: 264-81). 

As a number of scholars have noted (e.g., Dumont 1957; Wadley 

1978: 311), most Hindu observances contain elements of both 

“Great” and “Little” traditions, and the people practising the obser-

vances do not generally distinguish between them; in Louis Dumont’s 

words (1957: 40), for Indian villagers “there are not two traditions but 

simply the one which is their life.” True to these observations, for 

Kumaoni villagers the distinction between Great- and Little-

traditional elements as such is not of explicit concern. At the same 

time, however, something rather like this distinction can be observed 

to be at work, whether or not Kumaonis state things in these terms. 
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Kumaonis do explicitly differentiate a series of s…kyàõ – what we 

have been calling solar festivals – from tyàr in general, which means 

that on some level they recognise two cycles of ritual observances, 

two patternings of time, which run along together. Each of these 

cycles forms a unidirectional series, which is to say that no two 

festivals of the same series can occur on the same day, just as a 

Tuesday cannot also be a Wednesday. The fact that festivals of the 

two kinds sometimes do fall on the same day must indicate that they 

belong to distinct series. But beyond this mechanical evidence, the 

solar festivals, referring as they do primarily to regional climatic and 

historical realities, provide one way of thinking regional distinct-

iveness. 

Kumaonis are perfectly well aware of their economic and political 

marginality in relation to the plains. At the same time, a positive 

valuation of their distinctiveness is crystallised and expressed in the 

series of regionally oriented solar festivals which run alongside the 

cosmos- and plains-oriented lunar series. The sense of regional iden-

tity carried in the solar festivals may be one reason behind their 

maintenance as an autonomous series in Kumaon. 

If we can, then, justify considering the lived Hindu year in 

Kumaon as consisting not of a single wheel, but of two wheels 

running along together, we can then consider the nature and 

implications of the patterning of each one. 

 

 

THE GREAT YEAR: AN EXPLICIT TEMPORAL COSMOLOGY 

 

The lunar month and certain elements of the solar year, notably the 

solstices, are two pieces or levels or circles in a vast and perfectly 

explicit multilevelled temporal cosmology, a cosmology that was 

already quite clearly articulated in ancient times. To put it very 

briefly: a whole series of temporal “levels” show the same patterning, 

an alternation between periods of darkness and/or quiescence and 

periods of light and/or activity. This patterning is found at different 

concentric periodicities: the day, the month, the year, a human life, a 

cosmic age. This pattern was already firmly established in India by 
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the time of the Puràõas and the Laws of Manu, and there are clear 

indications of something like it in the Upaniùads. 

Marc Gaborieau (1982: 20) has proposed a comparable overall 

view of time for the Hindu calendar used by highly Sanskritised 

Nepali speakers; he bases himself on earlier work on Hinduism (Mus 

1932-1935; Zimmer 1946) and on “religious time” in general (Hubert 

1909 [1905]; Eliade 1968: 326-43). I translate: 

 

Religious time has the following properties: 

– the different divisions of time (days, years, cosmic ages…) 

constitute cycles; 

– these cycles are homologous; 

– every cycle has a beginning and an end; 

– every cycle represents an evolution of order toward 

disorder to chaos before the regeneration that marks the 

beginning of a new cycle; 

– the end of the cycle, that is the phase of chaos and regene-

ration, is not considered part of the temporal cycle; it 

represents the axis that communicates with eternity. 

 

The last proposition corresponds with my stressing the importance of 

“turning points” in the cycles. Whether they communicate with 

eternity is not a question I am prepared to take on here. I would 

certainly dispute the idea that this picture fits all “religious time” in 

any society. But it works very well indeed for time as conceived in 

standard Hinduism, on which, through the work of Hubert, Mauss, 

and Eliade, all strongly influenced by Indian material, it is in fact 

largely based. 

The lunar month and year represent two levels or concentric 

circles in a vast explicit temporal cosmos. In orthodox Hinduism, this 

patterning operates in the concentric circles of 1) the cycle of day and 

night; 2) the cycle of the waxing and waning lunar month; 3) the 

cycle of the waxing and waning solar year;  4) the cycle of alternating 

lives, deaths, and rebirths of the soul;  and 5) the cycle of ages of the 

world, with repeating periods of manifest universes alternating with 

periods of latency and chaos. From the single day out to the cosmic 

age lasting millions of years there echoes a single pattern of 
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alternating dark and light. These are also phases of latency and 

activity, relatively low and relatively high degrees of movement and 

interaction. At all of these levels, too, there is a highlighting of the 

points of junction between the states. 

The daily round, for its part, is divided into the bright and dark 

halves of day and night, which are respectively associated in Kuma-

oni lore and Kumaoni assumption with worldly activity and rest, 

opening and closing (Leavitt 1984, 1999). As is always the case in the 

Hindu world, the turning points of dawn and dusk (sandhyà) are 

heavily marked in ritual and associations. 

For the lunar month, the patterning of periods of light and dark 

and stress on points of conjuncture between them are clear. The 

bright and dark wings of the month, the waxing and waning moon, 

building to full and decreasing to new moon, are easily seen as 

echoing that other dark-and-light cycle of day and night. 

The year as a whole, that is, the solar year, shows an alternating 

pattern of increasing darkness and increasing light with the two 

halves of dachinaiõ and uttaraiõ, the darkening and brightening 

periods of the year. The analogy with night and day is made explicit 

in the topos of Viùõu’s going to sleep at the summer solstice, leaving 

the world to øiva and the demons. Less formally, Kumaonis contrast 

the pleasures of warmth versus the fear and discomfort of the cold 

season. People of all ages expressed a sense of gloom regarding the 

cold weather and a corresponding delight in the spring – as one friend 

put it, “In the winter, everything is old; in spring, everything is 

young.” We have seen that the days that mark the sun’s change in 

direction are occasions for major solar festivals. 

Such views are found throughout the Hindu world. Marc 

Gaborieau, for instance, writes that for Nepalis, who are linguistically 

and culturally close to Kumaonis, the summer solstice, marking the 

beginning of the descending half of the year, is celebrated in fear, 

while the winter solstice, marking the rising half of the year, is 

celebrated in joy (Gaborieau 1982: 17). 

The reincarnating spirit passes through periods of life in this world 

and of death, that is, of the state of the not-yet-born who are the 

already-dead; these alternating states have the same qualities of 
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relative activity and rest that we have seen on the other levels. Here 

too, the junctures between states, in this case the times around birth 

and dying, are heavily marked. On the longest span, there is a 

continual cycling of universes, which also go through stages of 

development (the jug or ages) in their manifest periods, to be 

followed by dissolution and a period of latency and chaos, to be 

followed in turn by a new creation. This classical Puranic model 

seems to be familiar to and indeed assumed by most Kumaonis. 

This is a perfectly explicit and very old cosmology. As Karen 

Merrey sums it up:   

 

Indian texts explicitly identify the major units of ritual time as 

logical equivalents. Thus, the solar year is said to be a day of 

the gods ... Though the ritual equivalences of the solar day, 

year, and lunar month are priestly constructs, their mutual 

identification is based upon observable qualities which are 

shared by these three units of time – qualities which do not 

characterise the seven-day week or the solar month, temporal 

units which are far less significant as organisational principles 

for ritual activity. The logical identity derives from the 

perception of the day, year, and lunar months as units 

composed of complementary, but diametrically opposed, light 

and dark periods which combine to form coherent wholes 

(Merrey 1982: 12-13).  

 

Merrey gives a long list of references to Vedic and classical texts.  

Here let me just cite the Lawbook of Manu (Mànava Dharma÷àstra 

1.65-67), a Sanskrit text generally dated to the beginning of the 

Christian era, which associates the concentric cycles of time with 

different kinds of beings: 

 

ahoràtre vibhajate såryo mànuùadaivike: 

ràtriþ svapnàya bhåtànàü, cestàyai karmaõàm ahaþ. 

 

pitrye ràtryahanã màsaþ pravibhàgas tu pakùayoþ; 
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karmaceùñàsv ahaþ kçùõaþ ÷uklaþ svapnàya ÷arvarã. 

 

daive ràtryahanã varùaü pravibhàgas tayoþ punaþ: 

ahas tatrodagayanaü, ràtriþ syàd dakùiõàyanam. 

 

The sun divides day and night for humans and gods: 

The night is for the sleep of beings, the day for the doing of 

deeds. 

 

The day and night of the Fathers is a month, divided into two 

wings; 

The dark wing is their day for doing deeds, the bright wing is 

their night for sleep. 

 

The year is the day and night of the gods, it too divided into 

two parts: 

The season when the sun goes north is the day for them, the 

season when it goes south is their night.  

(My translation, checking with Bühler 1886: 20 and Doniger 

1991: 10-11.)   

 

The text goes on to describe the cosmic ages (yuga), again in terms of 

day and night, since each is preceded and followed by a “twilight” 

(sandhyà), and the day and night of Brahma, each the equivalent of a 

thousand yugas.14 

Note that Manu, at least, is well known to Kumaoni village 

Pandits and available at bookstands in the nearby cities of Almora 

and Nainital. 

We have then, an ancient and enormous and explicitly elaborated 

time universe that operates as cycles within cycles, each cycle passing 

from light to dark and back to light. In a temperate to semitropical 

climate, in a social world based primarily on agriculture, one could 

hardly avoid assimilating a cycle of the warming and cooling halves 

of the year, the waxing and waning of daylight through the seasons, 

the sun’s moving north and south, into the same model. Here the 

turning points are the two solstices. What this meant was that for 
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Hindu cosmology the lunar year had also to be a solar year. The 

orthodox Hindu year is thus lunisolar not just in the sense of adding 

the occasional intercalary month to keep the lunar year in line with 

the seasons, but in the much more specific sense of being a lunar year 

that also takes account of the purely solar phenomena of the solstices 

and so recognises a seasonal year quite independent from the phases 

of the moon. In most presentations of Hindu calendars, the lunar year 

or lunar-with-intercalary-months lunisolar year is said to be histori-

cally earlier than the solar year, with the latter often being said to be 

an import from Mesopotamia and Greece (e.g., Basham 1954: 493), 

and it does, for instance, assume the Mesopotamian, then Greek, 

signs of the Zodiac. But, as we have seen, all the way back to the 

Vedas reference is to the lunisolar year in the second sense given 

above: both the lunar months organised according to the bright and 

dark wings and the year with its waxing and waning phases of the 

sun. Both, for instance, were used in timing Vedic sacrifices (Renou 

and Filliozat 1947: 307-8, 352-61; Kane 1974: volume V, chapters 30 

ff.). And that is precisely what we find in even the most Sanskritised 

Hindu systems: a periodically adjusted lunar year except in that the 

winter solstice is also an important festival. Never and nowhere in the 

Hindu world, as far as I can tell, has the winter solstice not at least 

been acknowledged. Often the summer solstice and one or both  

equinoxes are also important. 

At the same time, the lunar year itself has some important patterns 

that bind it together as a year. Cutting across this axis of solstices, the 

only important solar elements in standard Hinduism, is a highly 

marked spring-fall axis regulated by the lunar calendar. The spring 

and autumn periods of Naurt, the Nine Nights of the waxing moons of 

Cait and Kàrttik, both sacred to the Goddess, echo each other across 

exactly six months. Each of these is part of a larger festival season: 

spring Naurt is the culmination and end of the carnivalesque Holã 

season; autumn Naurt begins the festive period culminating in 

Divàlã.  Note that these clearly marked spring and autumn festival 

seasons are regulated entirely by lunar months and days and make 

absolutely no explicit reference to the vernal or autumnal equinox. 
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The two seasons appear as inversions of each other in more than 

simply time. Where Holã celebrates role reversals and topsy-

turviness, helped along by generous doses of intoxicants, Divàlã is a 

quiet ritual celebrating the established domestic order: its themes are 

familial goodwill, prosperity, and the quiet comfort of successful 

householding. Where Holã is celebrated out of doors, in the road and 

the courtyard, bringing people of several villages together, Divàlã is 

observed in each household for its own benefit. Where Holã is cele-

brated most visibly by gangs of young unmarried men away from 

their homes, Divàlã is taken in hand primarily by married women 

within the home. Holã commemorates the young Kçùõa’s killing of 

Holikà, the false mother who kills children with her poisonous milk;  

Divàlã honours the good mother Lachami, from whom wealth and 

happiness flow like milk. Where the Holã fire drives away evil, 

burning Holikà in effigy and so getting rid of her, the lamps of 

Divàlã, inversely, are beacons of welcome giving light rather than 

heat, calling to the goddess and guiding her footsteps to the house. I 

have already observed that rural Kumaonis in relatively 

unselfconscious explanatory discourse identify heat with increased 

bodily and inter-personal movement, movement between boundaries, 

and cold with remaining within boundaries. From the point of view of 

this proposed implicit Kumaoni ethnotheory, Divàlã appears as a 

storing up, a rein-forcing of household boundaries before the cold, 

while Holã would represent an opening up of boundaries – bodily, 

village, social, and moral boundaries – at the coming of warm 

weather. While these observations are made for Kumaon, I think they 

are at least partly representative of these major festivals in other parts 

of the Hindu world as well. 
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AN IMPLICIT TEMPORAL COSMOLOGY 

 

This last series of observations is not brought out explicitly in 

people’s discourse or in classical Sanskrit texts. Themes of opening 

and closing, indoors and outdoors, family and the wide world, are 

lived rather than elaborated on; they are part of an implicit cosmo-

logy, one that cannot be expected to have the neatness and coherence 

of an explicit model. Many practices regulated by the lunar system 

contribute to this implicit cosmology: we find bonfires and little 

lamps, rich foods and fasting, morning and evening practices, public 

and private practices, distributed around the lunar year. It is not my 

purpose here to try to render explicit the implicit principles behind the 

Kumaoni ordering of these elements. Perhaps the laying-out of the 

year presented here can give material for doing so. 

What almost all the lunar festivals, as well as the winter and 

summer solstices, have in common is that they include both such on 

the ground “folk” practices and links to the great Hindu cosmos. 

Nearly every one of them makes explicit reference to a god of the 

great Hindu pantheon. The solar festivals, on the contrary, play with 

the “folk” elements virtually without reference to the great Hindu 

gods or the great cosmos; they are a purer form of implicit 

cosmology. My observations and the published accounts agree in 

naming six solar festivals: Phul Dhoi, Flowers on the Threshold, on 

the first day of Cait in the early spring; Bisu Tyàr, the Poison 

Festival, a month later at the vernal equinox, the first day of Baisàkh; 

Haryàv, Greenery, three months later at the summer solstice, the first 

day of Saun; Ogi Sàky…n, the First of Offerings, a month later, the 

first day of Bhàdõ; Khataçuvà one month later on the first day of 

Asºj in the early autumn;  nothing for the autumnal equinox in 

Karttik, the high season for lunar festivals, or for the next two 

months; then Ghugutiyà, Doves, on the second day of Màgh at the 

winter solstice;  then Phul Dhoi two months later. I am not prepared 

to try to analyse this odd syncopated pattern beyond noting the 

clustering of two festivals in two subsequent months in the spring, 

three in the mid-summer rainy season, the relative isolation of the 
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winter solstice observations. But the solar festivals of the first signs 

of spring and the first signs of autumn do connect across the year, just 

as the lunar ones do; the winter wheat harvest is celebrated along with 

the first warming and the first flowers at Phul Dhoi, the rainy season 

rice harvest along with what is said to be the first real cold at 

Khataçuvà. Similarly, the observances of the summer and winter 

solstices both refer to the same themes of abundance and privation. 

The planting of the rice at Greenery at midsummer, in the middle of 

the intensely green and pullulating rainy season, calls up stories of 

infinite abundance and its loss, a theme that is varied upon with the 

feeding of hungry crows at the festival of Doves in midwinter 

(Leavitt 1994). 

What we find when looking these festivals over as a series, on the 

ground, is a patterning of elements that are really very familiar from 

many traditions not only in South Asia, but also, for instance, in 

Europe. What we have here is one distinctive arrangement of 

bonfires, rich food, flowers, children singing, spring cleaning, first 

fruit offerings, divine marriages, being really nice to cows and 

protecting them, feeding birds, chasing away and burning baddies, 

patriotic chauvinism, driving out poison, throwing stones, contests 

between clans, greenery, Gardens of Adonis, giving gifts and treats, 

stress on morning or evening, on household or collectivity, the house 

or the road. Arranged in all different ways and different combi-

nations, aren’t these the elements of at least most Eurasian annual 

festivals? Aren’t these precisely the grist for the great folkloristic 

mills of the nineteenth century, from Mannhardt (1875-77) to Frazer 

(1890: 244-96;  1914b: 1.106-346;  2.1-44)? 

Most of the great folklorists proposed his or her own version of a 

fairly simple model. For Frazer, for instance, the original bonfire, the 

source for all the others, had to have been at midwinter, the time of 

greatest cold. And in the Panjab, the great bonfire festival of Lohrã 

takes place at the winter solstice, just as Frazer would have liked. But 

in Kumaon, as we have seen, the big bonfire for the solar year is at 

Khataçuvà in the early autumn; and here, as throughout South Asia, 

there is a bonfire on the full moon night of Holã in the spring. 

Frazer’s own data, which is primarily European, shows abundant 
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bonfires not only at midwinter, but on Mayday (Scottish and Irish 

Beltaine), at midsummer and at Hallowe’en. Something more 

complicated seems to be going on than just heat and light at 

midwinter. 

A more realistic, if less seductive, model, would view all these 

elements as just that: available expressive elements, each carrying its 

own loosely bounded salience and suggestivity, which each local 

tradition combines and recombines in its own way around the ring of 

the year. Unlike the great Hindu cosmos, with its clear concep-

tualisation of spheres within spheres, patterning here is implicit and 

“on the ground”. It represents not a God’s-eye-view of levels of 

patterning, but lived, bodily, felt ways of being that are repeated 

through repeated actions through the repeating occasions of each 

year. This is a lived cosmology which requires and usually gets very 

little exegesis. It is a real case of “We do it this way because this is 

how we do it,” which is to say that doing it this way feels right. It is a 

true organised habitus in the strictest sense (Bourdieu 1977 [1972]). 

The proper analogy is not to a map or globe or blueprint, but to a 

voyage, a periplus, that is, a trip around a coastline which gives a felt 

coherence and a kind of understanding, but all from earth-level, with 

no fiction of a view from above. As Ezra Pound puts it (Canto LIX), 

“as sea bord seen by men sailing”.15 

The solar festivals, like many elements of the lunar festivals, are 

lived in a way that should be familiar to us in the modern West. We 

don’t in fact have much of a theory about why we have gifts and trees 

inside the house and reindeer and a Yule Log at Christmas, eggs and 

chocolate and rabbits at Easter, ghosts and candy at Hallowe’en. Yet 

we know that these are the right associations; we know the right 

things to say, do, and eat for each of these occasions. This is a kind of 

“religious time” that lives in practice and affects non-explicitly-

religious people as much as anyone else. I suspect that this kind of 

lived time patterning is found wherever people have years. 

What may be unique to Hindu South Asia is the thoroughness of 

the nesting orthodox patterning of time, cycles within cycles all 

reflecting or echoing. And yet this extraordinary creation has not 

everywhere entirely displaced flat lived implicit time-patternings that 

resemble those found in agricultural and post-agricultural societies in 

many parts of the world. Like other aspects of Kumaoni life, the year 
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participates both in a vast explicit orthodox cosmos and in bodily and 

lived distinctively local implicit patterning and play. 

 

Université de Montréal 

 

 

Notes 

 
1 For other presentations of the Kumaoni agricultural and seasonal year, 

see Atkinson 1884, Pant 1935, Quayle 1981: 66-78. 

2 The three calendars used in Kumaon are laid out together in several 

Pañcàïgs or astrological handbooks published in Almora, and in the 

Yuva Samvatsar published by the Nainital Printing Works. Accounts of 

calendars from U. P. plains villages will be found in Freed and Freed 

1964; Marriott 1955a: 192; Wadley 1975: 21-31. 

3 On dry upland agriculture, see Pant 1935: 95-102; on wet valley 

agriculture, see Pant 1935: 103-19. 

4 On Phul Dhoi, see Atkinson 1884: 869; S. D. Pant 1935: 231-2. 

5 On Bisu Tyàr, see Atkinson 1884: 869-70. 

6 On huçki baul in the rainy season, see S. D. Pant 1935: 97, 113-15; T. 

Pàõóey 1962: 138-42; Leavitt 1995. 

7 On Haryàv, see Atkinson 1884: 870;  S. D. Pant 1935: 232-3. 

8 On bagvài see Traill 1828: 225; Atkinson 1884: 870-1. Both claimed 

the practice had ceased in their time, Traill saying since the British 

invasion of 1815, Atkinson since Gorkha rule at the turn of the 

nineteenth century:  “At length the custom was abolished by Sir Jung 

Bahadur on account of Mr. Colvin, the Resident, having been struck by 

a stone while looking on.” In spite of these assurances, bagvài in fact 

was still being practised in the early 1980s, and I expect people are 

throwing stones today. 

9 On Olgiyà, see Atkinson 1884: 871; S. D. Pant 1935: 233-4. 
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10 Khataçuvà is described in Atkinson 1884: 871-2; B. D. Pàõóe 1937: 

687-8; S. D. Pant 1935: 234; U. D. Upàdhyày 1979: 59. 

11 On midwinter festivals in Kumaon, see Atkinson 1884: 872; S. D. Pant 

1935: 234-5. On the neighbouring region of Garhwal, see Berreman 

1963: 393. 

12 On Basant Pañcamã, see Atkinson 1884: 857; T. Pàõóey 1962: 72; S. 

D. Pant 1935: 230-1. Pant lists Basant Pañcamã as one of the Kumaoni 

nature festivals. It is the only one he gives from the lunar calendar. 

13 The story is told in the Sanskrit Puràõas. The telling in the Bhàgavata 

Puràõa (10.6.1-20.3.44) is translated in Doniger O’Flaherty 1975: 214-

18;  that of the Viùõu Puràõa (5.5.1-23) is in Dimmit and van Buitenen 

1978: 111-12. Other versions are cited in Doniger O’Flaherty 1975: 

331. On Holã as practised in Kumaon, and especially Holã songs, see 

T. Pàõóey 1962: 165-7 

14 On the cosmic ages in classical Hinduism, see, among others, Dimmitt 

and van Buitenen 1978: 20-4, 38-41. 

15 On Pound’s use of the periplus, and on periploi in general, see Makin 

1985: 55-63 (“Against Blueprints”). 
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The Gambolling Calf in Bronze Age Crete 
 

ELEANOR LOUGHLIN 

 

 

The gambolling calf is represented in Bronze Age Cretan art during 

the period MM III – LM IIIB (ca. 1700-1200 BC).  Other categories 

of cattle iconography are depicted in a wide range of media but this 

motif is found only on sealstones and sealings.  The decision to 

represent calves gambolling would have been based on an intention to 

convey specific meaning.  Such meanings may not only relate to the 

animal but can also reflect or represent wider religious and secular 

concerns.  In an attempt to determine the possible meaning of the 

images of gambolling calves in Bronze Age Crete, bovine beha-

vioural traits, archaeological evidence and comparative material from 

Egypt and the Near East will be discussed.   

 

 

THE DEPICTION OF CALVES IN BRONZE AGE CRETAN ART 

 

In Bronze Age Cretan art calves are usually represented with cows, in 

isolation and in peer groups.1 In images of cows and calves the 

anatomical distinctions between the adult and young and the nature of 

interaction clearly denote the ages of the animals (Fig. 1). The 

process of determining the age of calves depicted singly or in peer 

groups is more difficult but it is still possible to identify features and 

elements indicative of particular stages of development. As is the case 

in the depiction of children in Bronze Age Greek art (Rühfel 1984: 

13-30), calves are not represented as miniature adults but possess 

youthful proportions and anatomical characteristics. They are repre-

sented with less muscular, longer legs, thinner bodies and larger 

heads than adult cattle (PM I: figs. 367 and 369; CMS I: 104; II.4: 

160; Sakellarakis and Sapouna-Sakellaraki 1997: fig. 802a). The 

domed crown and narrow features reflect the shape of the skull and 

facial muscles (CMS II.4: 129; CS: 206).  The size and shape of the 

horns are also distinctive, calves typically being represented with 
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horn buds or short horns (PM I: figs. 367 and 369; CMS II.4: 159 and 

160; Effinger 1996: 48, HT 9b).2 

 

 

Fig. 1. Lentoid seal, Gournes LM IIIB1 (ca. 1300-1200 BC). Drawing 

reproduced from Chazidakis (1918: pl. 5 no. 4). 

 

In addition to specific anatomical features calves are also often 

depicted exhibiting behavioural traits indicative of youth, as is 

evident from the representations of gambolling. In nature calves play 

both in peer groups and in isolation and begin solitary play within a 

few hours of birth (Fig. 2) (Brownlee 1954: 54; Fraser and Broom 

1990: 248; Houpt 1991: 229). This often takes the form of 

gambolling which consists of prancing, trotting and galloping, usually 

with the tail elevated (Brownlee 1954: 52; Mitchell 1976: 9; Fraser 

and Broom 1990: 250; Houpt 1991: 229). In some of the images the 

calves’ tails are raised (e.g. CMS II.4: 1533; IV: 286) while in others 

they shake them from side to side (Fig. 3) (e.g. CMS I.Supp.: 79; II.4: 

5; V: 249; VIII: 66).   
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Fig. 2. Lentoid seal, Knossos c. 1650-1450 BC. Drawing by E. Loughlin after 

CMS II.4: 5. 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Lentoid seal, Crete. Drawing by E. Loughlin after CMS I. suppl.: 79. 
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Some of the calves are regardant (Fig. 4) (e.g. CMS II.3: 134, 135; 

IV: 286; V: 249; VIII: 66), a pose that may be indicative of the 

vigorous head shaking that often accompanies play (Brownlee 1954: 

53; Fraser and Broom 1990: 250).  Gambolling may also involve a 

distinctive play call (Brownlee 1954: 52; Houpt 1991: 229). In some 

examples (e.g. CMS II.4: 153) the animals are represented open 

mouthed which may be indicative of the play call, or of vocal 

interaction within the peer group (Fig. 3) (CMS V: 249).  

 

 

Fig. 4 Lentoid seal, Nirou Khani LM IIIB (ca. 1300-1200 BC). Drawing by 

E. Loughlin after CMS II.3: 135. 

 

In Cretan glyptic the calf is frequently depicted gambolling.  In 

reality, however, as the calf grows, the periods of play become 

shorter and less frequent and, by seven weeks, the calf plays for only 

about three minutes a day (Houpt 1991: 229).4 In contrast, recumbent 

calves are rarely represented (CMS II.1: 253; XII: 137; Ashmolean 

Museum 1971.1136)5 although actual calves spend a large proportion 

of their time (between 60-80%) lying down (Mitchell 1976: 7).  This 

discrepancy is typical of Bronze Age Cretan art where we see a 

tendency to represent the distinctive rather than most common modes 
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of animal behaviour. Other examples include depictions of lions 

attacking prey (Ballintijn 1995) and cows suckling calves (Loughlin 

2002).  The association of particular behavioural characteristics with 

specific animals was both perpetuated and utilised by the artist.  In 

the case of the miniature images on sealstones and sealings, the 

representation of distinctive behavioural traits would serve to clarify 

which species was represented.   

 

 

COMPARATIVE MATERIAL FROM EGYPT AND THE NEAR EAST 

 

In contrast to the highly bred milk-cow familiar today in Northwest 

Europe, the cattle exploited for milk during the Bronze Age, in terms 

of both stature and temperament, were probably far more akin to wild 

cattle. Creating an environment in which the cow would produce milk 

and lower it to man rather than her calf would therefore have been 

more difficult than it is for the modern dairy farmer. The simplest 

way to ensure that milk was both produced and lowered was to make 

use of the calf. A cow with a calf will produce milk and if the calf is 

removed during the day there is a build-up of milk. If the calf is 

brought back at the time of milking its presence stimulates the milk 

ejection reflex or milk let-down (Amoroso and Jewell 1963: 133; 

Sherratt 1981: 277). 

 

 

Fig. 5. Tomb decoration, Mastaba of Ptah-hotep II and Akhet-hotep, Saqqara.  

Drawing reproduced from Davies 1901: pl. XVII.  

 

Egyptian tomb paintings and reliefs of agricultural life frequently 

include representations of herdsmen milking cows.  In the 5th Dynasty 

(2494-2345 BC) tomb chapel of the Mastaba of Ptah-hotep II and 
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Akhet-hotep, Saqqara (Fig. 5) (Davies 1901: 16, pl. XVII) the 

association between suckling and milking is emphasised by the juxta-

posing of the images of a cow suckling a calf and a figure milking a 

cow in the presence of her tethered calf.  In an 11th Dynasty (2050-

1786 BC) relief from Deir al-Bahari (Houlihan 1996: fig. 9) the calf is 

represented tethered to the cow’s front leg intended no doubt to serve 

both as a stimulus and a calming influence.  In a limestone relief from 

the tomb of Ti, Saqqara (c. 2650-2400 BC) a calf has been tethered to 

the front legs of a cow whose back legs have been bound while the 

herdsman milks (Amoroso and Jewell 1963: pl.XIVc). A wall 

painting from the main chamber of the Tomb of Bakht (no.15), Beni 

Hasan (11th Dynasty, 2133-1991 BC) shows a calf and child suckling 

a cow while the herdsman appears to be stimulating the perineal 

region (Newberry:1894:pl.VII).  This scene is described by Amoroso 

and Jewell as a depiction of the process by which the cow was 

conditioned to lower her milk (1963: 133, pl. XIVd).  

Milking was also represented in Near Eastern art.  A cylinder seal 

from Iraq (Uruk period, late 4th millennium) provides a particularly 

good illustration of how calves were utilised in the production of milk 

(Sherratt 1981: fig. 10.12).  The field of decoration is divided into 

two registers.  A row of cows are represented in the upper field while 

in the lower register calves, separated from their mothers, are penned 

in reed-built byres.  The removal of the calf would cause a build up of 

milk in the cows, making them more amenable to milking.  On an 

inlaid frieze from the temple of Nim Hursag at El Ubeid, Iraq, (Early 

Dynastic III period, mid 3rd millennium) there are scenes of both 

cows with tethered calves being milked and figures processing milk 

(Davis 1987: 161, fig. 7.6).  

All the examples indicate man’s recognition of and ability to 

exploit the strong bond between the cow and calf and in particular the 

role of the calf in determining whether milk is produced and lowered.  

Beyond their function as descriptions of agricultural practices it is 

probable that the meaning of the images discussed reflect both 

religious and secular concerns. In Egyptian and Near Eastern art there 

is a wide variety of cattle imagery that has been described as 

representing both religious and agricultural matters. For example, 

within the context of Egyptian tombs, the depiction of agricultural 

activity on the estates of the dead serves as an integral part of 
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funerary beliefs and rituals, ensuring that the lifestyle of the occupant 

is continued in the afterlife. It is not only however the context of the 

image but also the image itself that may encompass and allude to both 

religious practices and beliefs.  

Ihy, the child of Hathor is symbolised as a gambolling calf, 

leading the dancers in the Sed festival of renewal (Roberts:1995: 29-

32, fig. 35).  The actions of the divine calf and its ability to draw 

others into the dance are comparable to both the actions and abilities 

of the earthly calf.  As discussed above, gambolling is observed in 

young cattle and, within the herd, cows will go to or follow a 

bellowing calf.  The movements of the gambolling/dancing earthly 

and divine calves and their capacity to compel others to follow and 

join in is encapsulated in a single image in a 5th Dynasty (2494-2345 

BC) relief showing a herdsman carrying a calf on his shoulders to 

entice a herd of cows across a river, a commonly represented 

agricultural practice (Zeuner 1963: 225).  The inscription above 

names the calf as the Ihy of cattle (Roberts 1995: 32, fig. 40).  The 

layered meaning of the image therefore relates not only to the 

behavioural traits of cattle but also agricultural and religious practices 

and rituals.   

Roberts (1995: 32) further draws attention to the similarities 

between the beliefs relating to Ihy and the golden calves of the Old 

Testament.  Both Aaron (Exodus 32) and Jeroboam (1 King 12: 26-

33) set up zoomorphic images of god in the form of a calf.  In both 

cases they emphasise not only that the calf is a god but they also tell 

the people that they …brought you up out of Egypt (Exodus 32:4; 1 

King 12:28; Wyatt 1992: 79).6  Once again we see the calf as a leader 

and the subsequent ready acceptance of the zoomorphic god by the 

majority of people is probably born of familiarity with calf gods.    

In association with dance or a journey the calf is used to express 

concerns relating to movement, progression and transition.  This is 

further exemplified by the correlation between the calf and the sun.  

Ihy, described as a child of gold is associated in particular with the 

rebirth of dawn and is invoked by those seeking renewal (Roberts 

1995: 29-32).  In Egypt, the Goddess Nut, The Lady of Heaven was 

often depicted in the form of a cow who daily gave birth to the 

calf/sun and was thus described as the cow who bore the bull (James 

1959: 59; Luomala 1982: 23-24, fig. 6).  Similarly it has been argued 
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that the bull-calf was associated with and could serve as a symbol of 

the sun god in Mesopotamian art (Barrelet 1954: 23-4, 27).   

 

 

THE MEANING OF THE REPRESENTATION OF THE GAMBOLLING CALF 

IN BRONZE AGE CRETE 

 

As was the case in Egypt and the Near East, ritual in Bronze Age 

Crete involved physical movement, including dance.  This is attested 

in both the iconographic and archaeological record (PM vol. III: 66-

80).  Warren has described circular stone structures on the outskirts of 

Knossos as platforms for dance, possibly relating to the dedication of 

first fruits (1984: 321-2) while Goodison emphasizes the association 

between dance and the sun (1989: 16-8, 76-7).  The evidence bears a 

striking similarity to that from Egypt and the Near East and it is 

evident that the link between dance, regeneration and the sun was 

important throughout the region. 

In Cretan art cattle are represented in ritualistic contexts.  The bull 

is the most frequently depicted animal on the sacrificial altar 

(Marinatos 1986: 11) while in scenes of hunting and bull sports it 

serves as an adversary (Burkert 1979: 54-6; Marinatos 1986: 25, 42-

3; Yonger 1995; Hiller 2001: 294).7  The calf too is represented in 

scenes of and relating to sacrifice and hunting yet it does not 

participate in scenes of ritualistic dance. This does not however 

necessarily negate the possibility that the images of gambolling 

calves may have had specific religious significance relating to dance.  

Just as representations of running bulls, in emphasising the speed and 

strength of the animal, recall the animals exhibiting those qualities 

when hunted or in bull sports so the movements of the gambolling 

calf would remind the viewer of ritualistic dance. 

Sealstones and sealings provide only a small field for decoration 

(ca. 1-3cm diameter) thus prohibiting the representation of complex 

multi-figured scenes. It is therefore possible that just as repre-

sentations of single or small groups of dancing women (Goodison 

1989: figs. 25a, 49d and e, 139e) served as synoptic representations 

of ritualistic dance so the gambolling calf may have served as a 

comparable zoomorphic symbol. If, as Warren has suggested, 
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ritualistic dance was associated with dedications of first fruits, the 

newborn calf would have served as a particularly appropriate symbol.   

Knowledge and understanding of the interaction between the calf 

and adult and the distinctive energetic play of young calves is evident 

from the art of Egypt, the Near East and Crete during the Bronze Age.  

The evidence suggests that throughout the region the calf symbolised 

energetic regeneration and transition. In Egyptian and Near Eastern 

art and literature the calf is described as a symbol or zoomorphic 

representation of particular gods.  There is comparable evidence from 

Bronze Age Crete that both bulls (Zeuner 1963: 235-6; Platon 1966: 

183; Pötscher 1990: 74-5)8 and cows (Hawkes 1968: 101; Goodison 

and Morris 1998: 125; Loughlin: 2002) were used either to represent 

or to symbolise Bronze Age Cretan deities. Whether or not the Cretan 

representations of gambolling calves depict earthly or divine animals, 

the weight of evidence suggests that, in a manner comparable to that 

we see in Egypt and the Near East, they were used to convey meaning 

relating to rituals of regeneration and renewal in which dance played 

an important role.  
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Notes 

 
1 Exceptions include: LM lentoid sealstone from Knossos decorated with 

a seated calf, lion inverted above its back (Ashmolean Museum 

1971.1136) and a three-sided prism bead from Kandia district decorated 

on one face with a calf's head, spear/ear of barley and woman/priestess 

(CS : 167).   

2 For a description of calf anatomy see Dyce and Wensing 1971: 1-3, figs. 

1-1 and 1-2. 
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3 I have argued elsewhere that the pose of the animal represents both 

suckling and death (Loughlin: forthcoming).  The multifaceted nature of 

Bronze Age Cretan art allows for a single image to represent both these 

and the meanings discussed above by the representation of a single pose. 

4 Adult cattle occasionally play (Brownlee 1954: 54). 

5 CMS I: 104 – cow and recumbent calf, sealstone recovered from a 

Mycenaean (mainland) chamber tomb.  Although parturition is not 

represented in Bronze Age art it is possible that this example may 

represent the first few hours of life. 

6 See Aberbach and Smolar 1967: 129-40 for discussion of the 

similarities between the two texts. 

7 Cf. Bloedow 1996.  

8 Cf. Matz 1961. 
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Hilda Ellis Davidson, Roles of the Northern Goddess. London and 

New York: Routledge, 1998. ISBN 0-415-13611-3. 

 

Works on Old Norse religion usually concern the male gods like 

Odin, Thor, Frey and Loki, while not very much interest has been 

manifested in the goddesses. They nevertheless existed in people’s 

belief, and were evoked as givers of wealth, but also in crises like 

illness and childbirth. Their roles were not restricted to the traditional 

female areas as they also appear as war goddesses and, as Hilda Ellis 

Davidson shows in her book, as hunting goddesses. She uses the term 

“mistress of the animals” in her broad survey of the Celtic goddesses, 

since they appear as helpers in the hunt. Davidson includes the female 

wood-spirit, called “skogsrået” among those hunting goddesses, an 

appealing and somewhat bold theory. This spirit is usually regarded 

as merely a sexual fantasy of men who were working for long periods 

alone in the deep forest but, as her name shows, she rules (“råder”) 

the forest and its animals. She also appears as the giver of prey to 

those she likes. 

This mistress of the animals also protects the herds, and one of the 

most famous examples is the goddess Brigid, the later St Brigid, who 

is connected with cattle, and especially with the lactation of cows in 

the springtime; according to the folk belief, St Brigid arrives then 

with her white cow. Horses and dogs are also followers of this 

hunting goddess, represented by the Celtic Epona, Macha and 

Rhiannon. 

This role of the Northern goddess is followed by others like 

“mistress of the grain”, “mistress of the distaff and loom”, “mistress 

of the household”, and “mistress of life and death”. This arrangement 

provides new perspectives on this subject, for it offers the possibility 

of mentioning unknown goddesses and demi-goddesses like the 

above-mentioned “skog-rå”, or obscure women such as Frau Berchta 

and Frau Holle in Germanic folklore. Davidson demonstrates how the 

female occupation of producing cloth is reflected in the world of gods 

and goddesses, where the Greek Athena was the “mistress of distaff 
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and loom”, as well as being skilled in other crafts. The Moiras, the 

three goddesses of Fate, were more obscure figures, who used distaff, 

spindle and scissors, on a thread that represented the life of an 

individual. Davidson finds it unlikely that these Moiras would have 

influenced the Old Norse belief of the Norns, who were also 

sometimes said to twist the threads of Fate. Other sources, however, 

tell us that they cut marks (or letters) on wood, and it seems possible 

that these passages reflect the original idea of the goddess of Fate in 

the North, that was later replaced by the spinning metaphor, inspired 

by Plato’s great account in the Republic of Ananke (Necessity). Still, 

the importance of spinning and weaving is well documented and will 

hopefully be of help for further research in the prehistory and history 

of women. The Oseberg wall-hanging is well-known as a remarkable 

find in the grave of a woman buried in a ship during the Viking Age, 

but the grave was also furnished with the remains of small looms and 

other tools used in the manufacture of cloth. Davidson examines the 

attempts to interpret the motifs on the wall-hanging with exemplary 

criticism, since all such interpretations must be regarded as pure 

guesswork, in the absence of any connection with Old Norse myths. 

Another glance at women’s life in history occurs in the chapter 

about the “mistress of the household” and the guardian figures, which 

probably played a greater role in the life of average people than the 

great gods known from the myths. These guardians and helpers 

survived the change of religion and were still receiving small 

sacrifices in the twentieth century. It is less known that these female 

helpers appear in folktales like “The Sleeping Beauty” and 

“Cinderella”. Davidson points out that the fairy godmothers in these 

tales are representations of the female helpers, sometimes even 

connected with the Frau Holle of Germanic folklore, whose origins 

go back to the great goddesses of the North. 

The fact that the great goddesses often appear as givers of life and 

death is fully recognised in the literature. To this, Davidson adds the 

role of healers, something that has not yet been examined in Old 

Norse mythology, although a number of interesting examples can be 

found there. Healing was the prerogative of women, and not seldom 

connected with magic, another female realm. Death and the Other 

World – the afterlife – are regarded as a very complex issue in the 

history of religions, as there usually exists a number of parallel 
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beliefs. Davidson gives many examples of the different conceptions 

of the realm of death, and related problems concerning the goddess 

Hel. 

Davidson’s book on the roles of the Northern goddesses increases 

our knowledge of women’s life. Her focus on the varying appearance 

of the goddesses gives new and unexpected perspectives in the 

history of religions, perspectives that show that it is also the history of 

women. (Britt-Mari Näsström) 

 

 

Gordon Strachan, Jesus the Master Builder: Druid Mysteries and the 

Dawn of Christianity. Edinburgh: Floris Books, 1998.  ISBN 0-863-

15275-9. 302 pp. 

 

It is clear now that the study of traditional cosmologies is changing 

our view of history. At one point in this remarkable book, Gordon 

Strachan speaks of the archaeologist Alexander Thom, whose 

“originality was to make the daring and unprecedented assumption 

that our prehistoric ancestors were as intelligent as we are”. Such a 

view has been reinforced by the work of such scholars as Albert von 

Thimus, John Michell and others, and it has been gaining significant 

momentum in recent years with the appearance of major works such 

as R. A. Schwaller de Lubicz’ The Temple of Man and Tony Nader’s 

Human Physiology: Expression of Veda and the Vedic Literature 

which uncover the profound levels of knowledge to be found in 

ancient Egyptian and Indian cultures. The picture that emerges from 

this is not only of the profundity but also of the universality of ancient 

wisdom schools. Indeed, it is becoming more and more evident, as 

Jamie James writes, that “there is good reason to suppose that in 

earliest antiquity there existed an intellectual continuum stretching 

throughout Asia, even into China, and that the wall between East and 

West was erected at a later date.” 

Jesus the Master Builder makes a significant contribution to this 

research. Through the painstaking gathering of evidence, interpreted 

with both imagination and restraint, Strachan suggests connections 

between megalithic, Pythagorean and early Christian traditions. He 

begins with a careful examination of the suggestion that Jesus, along 

with Joseph of Arimathea, may have visited Britain in his early years, 
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thus making contact with ancient Celtic religion. It is in the next 

section, however, that Strachan really breaks new ground. In Mark 

6:3 and Matthew 13:55, Jesus is described as “tektºn”. Translating 

this as “carpenter” has helped to build the popular, and possibly 

simplistic, picture of him that is current today. Strachan takes a 

different view. He suggests a link between Jesus and the Pythagorean 

tradition, interpreting tektºn to mean master builder on earth and 

architect (architektºn) of the heavens, and thus the embodiment of 

those principles by which the world was made. To paint this picture, 

along with philology and archaeology, Strachan draws on the ancient 

science of gematria through which letters in Hebrew and Greek are 

associated with numbers. Suddenly, seemingly disparate phenomena 

are found to be joined by a common symbolism and we see 

connections between Stonehenge and Glastonbury, Pythagoras and 

the Essenes, Jesus and Apollo, Genesis 1:1 and figurate numbers. 

Perhaps most tellingly, we find a connection between Jesus’ name 

and the Fibonacci numbers. If this is valid, it demonstrates that the 

links between these ancient traditions, several of them widely 

separated by time and geography, can be found in something truly 

universal – the archetypal patterns of nature itself. 

To convey the full picture of the ancient world that Strachan is 

able to weave together is beyond the scope of a brief review. Suffice 

to say that this book is required reading for anyone with an interest in 

traditional cosmology. And such an interest should be universal. 

Some years ago Buckminster Fuller initiated the search for an 

operating manual for Spaceship Earth. It may turn out that this is to 

be found as much in the past as in the future. (Peter Westbrook) 

 

 

Robert Halms, Games Against Nature: An Eco-Cultural History of the 

Nunu of Equatorial Africa. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 

first paperback edition 1999. ISBN 0-521-65535-8 (pbk).  276 pp. 

 

This book was published in 1987 and has since made a significant 

impact in the field of environmental history but it is a rich study which 
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also includes cosmological material and the opportunity is being taken 

of this new paperback edition to draw attention to it.   

Before the major changes resulting from the impact of Belgian 

colonialism, the Nunu of equatorial Africa inhabited four ecological 

zones – flooded forest, flooded grassland, dryland forest and riverbank 

bluffs – and interacted in different ways with these environments, but 

central to them was an amphibious life-style with reliance for food on 

the fish that swam up from the River Congo when it was in flood and 

were trapped on land when the water receded. It is often difficult to 

distinguish history from cosmology in African oral tradition, but the 

relatively recent population movements are inscribed on the watery 

landscape through palm trees that mark abandoned settlements and the 

Nunu travelling past in their canoes recall these historical events.  

 They know, too, about how such settlements were established. 

When the Nunu moved into new territory they took possession of the 

land by burying a nkinda, a package of charms. Its guardian had ritual 

authority, and, on his death, another guardian would be chosen who had 

the qualities of intelligence, witchcraft power and good judgement and 

who did not belong to the same family as his predecessor (pp. 73, 187). 

Clanship was defined not by kinship but by attachment to a specific 

territory with its nkinda and guardian. Halms gives a detailed account of 

how the process of settlement was conceptualised and carried out (pp. 

34-6): 

 

The task of making peace with the spirits of the land fell to the 

original settlers.  They accomplished it by planting a nkinda 

charm when a new settlement was founded. ... The nkinda 

charms symbolically established the dominance of culture over 

nature. An oral tradition holds that on the day the nkinda was 

consecrated, people planted cassava and banana plants that grew 

and ripened before nightfall. The symbolism of the story makes it 

clear that the nkinda made nature responsive to the wishes of 

people, not the other way round. ... By planting the nkinda, a 

settler became the guardian of a particular patch of forest or 

grassland. Future settlers had to ask permission to settle on his 

patch, but permission was rarely denied.  Many settlers meant 

prestige, and they provided defense against attack. ... As 

settlement progressed, hierarchies of nkinda developed.  The first 
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settler in an area planted the major nkinda for the entire area.  As 

other settlers arrived, they planted minor nkinda to protect the 

forest or plain where they established their homesteads. ... The 

hierarchies of charms thus served to humanize the land by 

organizing geographical space into spheres and subspheres of 

ritual protection.  

    

The Nunu allowed scope for personal achievement of wealth and 

power, especially at the frontier, but the successful were envied since 

it was felt that one man’s gain could only be at the expense of others, 

a zero-sum concept of limited supply that was actually valid in terms 

of wives and land (p. 126). A man’s good fortune was attributed to 

witchcraft and it was thought that he had bought it by paying the 

souls of children to the spirits. 

Envy arising from unequal wealth was a divisive factor and one 

cure for it was engaging in annual battles which brought glory to 

individual warriors and a sense of solidarity within each of the 

opposed groups. Although the particulars of this Nunu institution – 

the fighting of ritualised annual battles – are unique, these battles 

have a particular interest in a comparative context since they are 

reminiscent of the well-known annual “flower wars” for the obtaining 

of sacrificial victims that took place in Central America.    

Both the cosmological and the more fully developed ecological 

sections of this thoughtful book contain much of interest. The reader 

has a pleasant sense of Halms’ fairness with the facts in areas of study 

that have sometimes lent themselves to more doctrinaire handling. 

(Emily Lyle) 

 

 

Jon Davies, Death, Burial and Rebirth in the Religions of Antiquity. 

London: Routledge Religion in the First Christian Centuries series, 

1999.  ISBN 0-415-12991-5.  246 pp. £16.99. 

 

This book is part of a new series which seeks to provide a “synoptic 

view” of the religions of antiquity by focusing on particular aspects – 

in this case, the evidence for funerary ideologies and practices. As a 

means for organising the diverse source material, the author adopts a 

Weberian model, which affords “explanatory primacy to ideas or 
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values rather than to material circumstances” (p. 4). Davies follows 

this framework, outlined in the Introduction (pp. 1-21), in each 

chapter: first he presents the textual sources for each thanatology, 

beginning with the “foundational cosmology,” and then he discusses 

how closely the ideas mesh with the physical evidence of burial 

practice.   

The book is broken into four sections, the first of which is “Death 

in the Ancient Near East” (pp. 23-68). In Chapter 1 (“Osiris and Isis: 

The life-theology of Ancient Egypt”), Davies maps out the Egyptian 

belief in death as the “opportunity” for a second life, a conviction so 

clearly reflected in the utilitarian designs of and provisions for their 

graves (including toilets!). Chapter 2 (“Zoroaster, Ahura Mazda and 

Ahriman”) describes the dualism (good/evil, salvation/damnation, 

body/soul) embedded in Zoroastrianism, a faith which pre-dated the 

(Persian) empire through which it spread, but retains few 

archaeological traces today. Chapter 3 (“Canaanites and 

Babylonians”) sketches the “bleak” belief system of the natives of 

cities like Ugarit, who regarded the dead as phantom-like figures 

existing in an underworld; tombs beneath houses may indicate cultic 

propitiation.     

Part II (“From caves and rock-cut tombs to Judaism”, pp. 71-124) 

begins with a chapter (5) on “The general archaeology of the Ancient 

Near East,” which explores the correlation between “social and ethnic 

hierarchies” and site finds and topography. Chapter 6 (“Judaism: 

Towards the common era”) discusses the problematic nature of the 

Judaic texts predating the Roman Empire, including the coexistence 

of seemingly contradictory traditions (e.g., resurrection). Chapter 7 

(“Burying the Jewish Dead”) highlights how death affected social 

cohesion: familial burial plots reinforced it, while drunken grave-side 

festivities threatened it. Chapter 8 (“Good Luck with Your 

Resurrection! Opening the heavens and raising the dead”) argues that 

the political fragmentation of the Jews under Roman rule brought 

about a concomitant theological fission, where competing sects 

attempted to reconcile their situation of suffering with their beliefs.     

Part III (“Romans and Greeks: A theodicy of good fortune?”, pp. 

125-86) makes few references to classical Greece, and instead 

focuses on Rome in the period from the late Republic to the early 

Empire. Chapter 9 (“Roman and Greek Philosophies of Death”) uses 
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literary testimonies to articulate a thanatology (“partly hopeful and 

largely fearful”) which, although under the influence of Hellenism, 

was grounded in the well-being of the Roman state. Chapter 10 

(“Roman Religion and Roman Funerals”) illustrates how the 

continuity of the Empire was maintained through the observance of 

state-sanctioned funerary protocols (e.g., the Parentalia, funeral 

clubs). Chapter 11 (“Ovid’s ‘Ever-Varying Forms’: Greek mytho-

logies, sarcophagi and the boundaries of mortality”) examines how 

the narratives of heroic (but doomed) mortals on sarcophagi 

exemplify the “creative fluidity” of the Greco-Roman theogony: 

boundaries could be transgressed, mortals might become immortal. 

Chapter 12 (“Ovid’s ‘Bonds of Love and Duty’: Funerals, epitaphs, 

orations and death in the arena”), in contrast, is concerned with such 

“this-worldly” matters as the social priorities and emotions which 

were elicited by death and reflected in lapidary texts. 

Part IV (“Christians, Martyrs, Soldiers, Saints”, 187-216) charts 

the triumph of Christianity under the Empire through the evolution of 

its funerary practices. Chapter 13 (“Christian Burial”) explains the 

establishment of a routine Christian burial etiquette, the form and 

function of the catacombs and the eventual formation of centres for 

above-ground worship. Chapter 14 (“The Nature of Martyrdom”) 

considers the cult of the martyr as the distinctly Christian answer to 

the dilemma of how “to secure human life by an alliance with 

divinities who will control nature by making it predictable” (p. 210). 

The Epilogue (“Sacrificial Living and Sacrificial Dying: Christians in 

the world”) reiterates the theme of how war distils a culture’s 

thanatology: even today, Horace’s words, dulce et decorum est pro 

patria mori, are still relevant and often invoked. There are 14 figures 

(including drawings of site plans and photographs of gravestones) 

which accompany the text, while an appendix (an inscription from a 

Roman mausoleum), bibliography and index conclude the book (pp. 

221-46). 

While Davies teases out many interesting points for comparison, 

his book offers relatively little that is either original or new. The 

frequency of lengthy quotations from secondary sources suggests the 

extent of the author’s dependency, especially where he uses a single, 

recent work of scholarship (e.g., Kyle on the arena) as the prime 

anchor for discussion. As a result, his synthesis overlooks many 
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classic studies, especially those in foreign languages (his sources are 

exclusively in English), as well as recent breakthroughs in the 

interpretation of familiar sources – e.g.,  Katja Goebs (unpublished D. 

Phil. dissertation, Oxford University, 1998) has reconstructed the 

intimate relationship between astral and solar beliefs in the Pyramid 

texts.  

Despite his aim to illustrate how thanatologies were “sculpted by 

history” (p. 3), the author admits to being occasionally “lost” in the 

mass of data, seen in his factual errors (e.g., Carthage was not 

“Roman” from 400-200 BC, but Punic) and casual generalisations – 

e.g., Palestine is an “apocalyptic” battleground under the Empire, 

whereas Greece is “quiet” (contra S. E. Alcock, “Greece: a landscape 

of resistance?” in Dialogues in Roman Imperialism: Power, 

discourse, and discrepant experience in the Roman Empire [Ann 

Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1997]). Most striking, however, 

is the missed opportunity to integrate art into the discussion: one 

example (unmentioned by Davies) is the question of why scenes of 

funerary banquets in the decoration of Egyptian tomb chapels fail to 

gain currency until the 18th Dynasty. Does the appearance of the 

ritual in art mirror a shift in practice? Such a discussion might have 

filled in numerous gaps. But as the work stands, Davies’ use of the 

language of sociological theory (e.g., “elective affinities”) seemed to 

be a hyperbolic icing on a very plain cake. (Sinclair Bell) 

 
 
Kirsti Evans, Epic Narratives in the Hoysa¯a Temples: The 
Ràmàyaõa, Mahàbhàrata and Bhàgavata Puràõa in Ha¯ebãd, Belår 
and Amçtapura. Studies in the History of Religions, Numen Book 
Series, 74. Leiden: Brill, 1997.  ISBN 90-04-10575-1.  xvi, 286 pp. 
 
Members of the Traditional Cosmology Society will already have an 
idea of the approach adopted by Kirsti Evans, the 1995-96 Cosmos 
Fellow at Edinburgh University, from the paper that she presented at 
the Ramayana Conference on 24th October 1992, published as 
“Patterns of Visual Storytelling” in a subsequent issue of Cosmos 
(11.1, 1995, pp. 3-21). The quality of her presentation and analysis, as 
well as the clarity of her photographs, is just as apparent in this 
volume. 
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It is both interesting and significant that the temples built under 
the Hoysa¯a dynasty in modem Karnataka during the eleventh to 
thirteenth centuries regularly carry narrative sculptural panels 
depicting the events of the two epics – the Ràmàyana and the 
Mahàbhàrata – and often also of the Bhàgavata Puràõa. Until 
recently these have received virtually no detailed attention, despite 
the completeness of the narratives shown, although their existence is 
well known (at least at the major sites of Belår and Haëebãó). By 
contrast, temples in other parts of India which possess less extensive 
series have been more adequately covered in recent publications. 
Kirsti Evans’ book provides a detailed exposition of the narrative 
programmes on six Hoysa¯a temples, concentrating on the 
Amçt¹÷vara temple at Amçtapura, and makes a significant contri-
bution to the documentation of Indian art in this period. The 
Amçt¹÷vara temple is one of the less well known Hoysa¯a temples 
and certainly deserves to be more widely appreciated. The 
photographs which form an important part of her book and the 
identification and discussion of the episodes represented together 
form a very worthwhile assessment of the temple and its significance. 

Detailed work of this sort will cumulatively help to elucidate the 
complex pattern of diffusion of the Ràma and Kçùõa stories over the 
centuries (not only the interplay between the original Sanskrit texts 
and their various vernacular retellings, but also the rôles of literary 
narrations, folk narrative, sculpture and painting in their trans-
mission). Kirsti Evans has several comments on this, for example 
drawing attention to the representations of Ràma piercing the seven 
sàl trees and of Arjuna shooting at the fish target – both occurring 
also in vernacular versions – and Pàrvatã looking for the auspicious 
fish mark on Arjuna’s back during his fight with øiva disguised as the 
Kiràña – deriving from a local tradition. But her remarks could be 
taken further and, indeed, they are not always entirely fortunate, in 
particular the use of the term “interpolations” for vernacular 
adaptations (p. 16 and p. 119). Similarly, her remark that the 
Ràmàyaõa “is traditionally dated to between the 6th millennium BC-
4th century AD” is curious and presumably “millennium” should read 
“century”. There are also some errors in diacritics (correct to Nçpa 
Kàma Hoysa¯a on p. xvi and Gàndhàrã on pp. 119-20, for example) 
and the captions of two illustrations have been transposed (figs 139 
and 140 on p. 225). 
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As a whole, though, this is a carefully researched and attractively 
presented book, which it is a pleasure to study. (John Brockington) 
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